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INSIDE:
Sinbad, a professional
comedian, will perform
at MSU's Racer Arena
Monday, Feb. 10 at
7:30 p.m.. Page 10

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
authorities are investigating allegations that clerks in the House post
office sold cocaine over the counter
and embezzled postal funds to buy
drugs, a newspaper reported today.
The Washington Times said
investigative documents it had
obtained indicated one employee
even told House Postmaster Robert
V. Rota about the allegations but
that Rota "turned his head the
other way."
Rota declined comment when

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Under a budget proposal by State
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen, wealthier Kentucky school
districts will get no increase in
state funding per child next year.
But Boysen said Friday that if
enough new money can be provided, the state can close the gap
between richer and poorer districts
while still granting the richest districts at least a cost-of-living
increase year by year.

BATON ROUGE, La. — Kentucky died with the 3-point shot
Sunday as LSU beat the 14th
ranked Wildcats 74-53. Page 8

BUSINESS
TOKYO — Just two weeks after
a leading Japanese politician
created an uproar by calling
U.S. workers lazy, Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa said today
that America is losing its work
ethic. Miyazawa's comments
came during a nationally televised session of a parliamentary
budget committee during discussion of the faltering 1J.S. economy. Page 2

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly cloudy. Low
near 40. Light west wind. Tuesday: Mostly cloudy. High 50 to
55.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.6, +0.2; below 302.1, -1.1
BARKLEY LAKE
354.4, +0.1; below 310.5, -0.3
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asked about the allegations, the details. As a result of the investiga- funds to finance their purchases.
tion, she said, "findings related to
The newspaper said a Postal
newspaper said.
The Times, quoting sources it possible criminal wrongdoing" Inspection audit last summer found
did not name, said the allegations were reported to the U.S. attorney. four employees had embezzled
The House post office is oper- about S35,000 in one year alone
are being investigated by U.S.
Attorney Jay B. Stephens and the ated by employees of Congress, and that the total amount of stolen
Postal Inspection Office. It also under contract to the postal service, stamps and embezzled money
could reach as much as $250,000.
said no members of Congress had she noted.
The Times said the investigative
At least four employees at the
been implicated.
Postal Inspection Service documents quoted House postal post office have been fired in conspokeswoman Karen Earl con- employees who said several con- nection with the investigation, the
firmed that an audit of the House gressional postal clerks and at least Times reported.
The Times said one employee
Post Office was conducted last fall, one manager regularly used
but she said she could not discuss cocaine and embezzled postal was quoted in the documents as

Boysen: lean times
for richest districts

SPORTS

-•

50 CENTS

Cocaine sales at House post office alleged

The shooting death of a sheriff
and his deputy have revived
questions concerning the training of Kentucky sheriffs and
tilaireldeputies which is not
— by state law and some
requireu
sheriffs say they can't afford.
Page 3
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The Murray State Racers won their third in a
role on the road at
Middle Tennessee
84-83 to clinch sole
possession of first
place in the OVC.
Page 8
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

During taping of an interview on
the "Your Government" program,
which was airing Sunday on
WLEX-TV in Lexington. Boysen
said Jefferson and Fayette counties
and other relatively well-off school
districts would get no increase in
funding under his budget request.
The Kentucky school-reform law
says "that the state resources have
to be used to raise up the poorer
districts," Boysen said. He said
that means wealthier districts may
have to increase local taxes if they
want more money for schools.
Boysen added that wealthier districts funding could be cut unless
the legislature guarantess that no
district will suffer a reduction in
fudning per child from one year to
the next. Boysen has requested
such a guarantee.
However, there is little chance
that further across-the-board
increases in school funding will

saying a colleague was "sellingdealing drugs at the window and
that half the people in the building
know he is selling drugs."
Another employee told investigators she found a bag of cocaine
under the mat in her work area and
told Rota about the discovery.
"She went on to say Mr. Rota
just turned his head the other way
and nothing was done about the
drugs," the newspaper reported,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Off-the-wall fun

happen soon. Boysen is seeking a
$181 million increase in the current
$2.1 billion school budget, but,
because of the state's recessionrelated fiscal difficulties, he's likely to get less than half that
During the interview, Boysen
said that the grim revenue forecasts
are "definitely not good news for
the reform act" and have put top
school officials "on pins and needles" as they wait for Gov. Brereton Jones to deliver his budget
request to the legislature this week.
But he said the bad news should
be balanced against the good news
of the past two years, when school
funding rose 30 percent and many
reforms took hold.
"Instead of looking at what we
don't have, we need to focus on
what we do have," he said.
Boysen and the state school
board have asked that reform initiatives like student testing and
improving school technology get
the top funding priority, calling for
an additional $30 million for these
areas.
Budget planners in the governor's office and the legislature,
however, indicate that their top
priority is finding the $57 million
needed to pay for a moneymatching plan that rewards school
districts for raising local taxes.
Beyond that, they want at least a
slight boost in basic school
funding.

Tourism Cabinet filling
jobs despite hiring freeze
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two Frank, acting state tourism secretsupporters of Gov. Brereton Jones ary. "And just because these posihave been hired to fill well-paying tions have been vacant for a while
vacancies in the Tourism Cabinet, does not mean they are not
despite a state hiring freeze essential."
Carla Bass Miller, wife of Jefferprompted by a budget crunch.
"My understanding is that the son Circuit Court Clerk Tony Millhiring freeze does not apply to
essential positions," said Brenda (Coni'd on page 2)

Six more weeks
of winter, says
groundhog Phil
PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa.(AP)
— Here's the forecast from
Punxsutawney Phil, the Willard
Scott of the animal kingdom: six
more weeks of winter.
The groundhog took a quick
glance at his shadow outside his
tree stump condo Sunday, then
had his interpreter break the bad
news to a record crowd of about
3,000 shivering people who had
come from as far away as
Australia.
Bill Murray traveled from
California to do some research
for a role in the film "Groundhog Day," in which he plays a
reporter assigned to the event.
Jimmy Means, president of
the Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club's Inner Circle, claims to
communicate with the furry
foreaster in "groundhogese."
The real deal is that the 14
members of inner circle decide
in advance what Phil's forecast
will be.
According to superstition, if a
groundhog sees its shadow on
Feb. 2, six more weeks of winter are in store. No shadow
means spring in two weeks.
Since Punxsutawney inaugurated this forecasting method in
1897, a groundhog has predicted
an early thaw just 10 times, the
last in 1990.

Murray State students play walleyball Sunday night at the raquetball courts in the Carr Health building.
Players are clockwise from the top left; Glen Walker a junior from Paducah, Chris Martin a junior from
Staff photo by Candy gathers
Henderson, and Don Conn a senior from Owensboro.

State women likelier to lose breast to surgery...
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky women are more likely
than those in nearly all other states
to lose an entire breast when they
undergo surgery for breast cancer,
recent research indicates.
Only 11.5 percent of breastcancer patients in a region that
includes Kentucky and three Southern states had surgeries that spared
the breast, according to a study
published last week in the cancer
journal CA.
That put Kentucky's region at
the bottom of the list. Six states in
New England, where 40.2 percent
of breast-cancer cases were treated

with surgery that left most of the
breast intact, had the best
performance.
Although a number of reasons
might explain the difference,
experts say women in Kentucky
may not be benefiting as well as
they should from a state law that
requires physicians to inform
patients about all available options.
"There's no question that there
are surgeons out there that basically are not offering the options,"
said Dr. Dan Kenady, a cancer
authority at the University of Kentucky Medical Center in Lexington.
The issue of whether breast-

cancer patients know all their
options has risen in importance in
light of two developments: cancer's
rising mortality rate and a ban on
silicone-gel implants.
Cancer is second to heart disease
as the leading cause of death
among Kentuckians, and its mortality rate is rising even as that of
many other diseases is falling,
About 600 Kentucky women die
each year from breast cancer.
Researchers now predict breast
cancer will strike one in nine
women nationally.
Health authorities also believe
fear of losing a breast has been

treatment options," Dowdy said.
cases are diagnosed early
"Most
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Wriler
enough to apply to all of these reawe have changed our
Five years ago, women undergo- sons. Locally
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Until then, women receiving they had to travel to Paducah
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Dowdy
therapy,"
radiation
radiation therapy had to travel to
Education and lack of options
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v.hen undergoing breast surgery
(see related story).
"It was interesting that our region had a lower rate of partial
mastectomy. I agree with most of
the reasons given in the article for
the lower rates; it is patient education. It's necessary for physicians
(to provide the information to
patients)," Dowdy said.
"Our particular region had a
small number of hospitals reporting
results (in the study). This was an
unusually small sample size for our
area," Dowdy added.
The number of hospitals reporting results for the Kentucky area,
which included Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama, was 21. This
was the smallest sample size of all
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(Cont'd on page 2)

ces help
...but locally, improved information and servi
included in the study.
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heightened with the federal Food
and Drug Administration's recent
ban on silicone-gel implants.
The research published in the
cancer journal CA used data on
nearly one-third of breast-cancer
patients treated in the nation in
1988 and found that 25.5 percent
overall had a partial mastectomy
that left much of the breast intact.
But the percentages varied widely from region to region, with the
lowest in a region that included
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi.
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The best treatment option for
breast cancer is early detection.
"Every woman has control over the
self-breast exams," according to
Mary Linn R.N., clinical specialist
at MCCH.
Linn works with patients before
and after breast cancer surgery.
"Women don't just come in and
have their breasts removed and go
home," Linn said.
"We work closely with the
women throughout the entire treatment process, informing them of
what to expect," Linn said.
Most lumps are found by accident. There is often soreness or a

(Coni'd on page 2)
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State women likelier to lose breast...
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(Coned from page 1)
"In some instances, regional differences might indicate a need for
increased professional and public
education," wrote Dr. David
Winchester and other co-authors of
the report.
Seven random clinical trials
across the country have shown that
two basic treatments for breast

cancer are statistically similar in
their cancer-control rates and
cancer-recurrence rates, Winchester
said during a telephone interview
with The Kentucky Posi
The more traditional treatment
involves a modified radical mastectomy in which the entire breast is
lost. The other treatment involves a
lumpectomy, or partial mastectomy, in which most of the breast
is spared, followed by radiation
therapy.
"I think the utilization of this
procedure (the lumpectomy or partial mastectomy) is lower than it
should be." said Winchester, medi-

Locally...(Coat'd from page 1).
change in skin over the breast area,
Lynn said.
Next, the patient is referred to a
general surgeon and, most Of the
time, a biopsy is taken. Lynn said.
"Treatment options vary with the
size of the tumor hut rarciy do the
ever do a radical mastatomy."

cal director of the cancer depart- be done with it rattier than spend
ment of the American College of 30 minutes in radiation therapy
Monday through Friday for five to
Surgeons, based in Chicago.
Wayne Miller. executive vice six weeks after a lumpectomy.
Also, women in small towns and
president of the American Cancer
Society's Kentucky division, rural areas may face too many
obstacles to traveling to an urban
agreed.
"You save a good deal of the hospital for daily radiation therapy.
Kenady said some patients have
breast and a 'good deal of the
muscle," Miller said. "You're left to drive five hours to reach his cenwith more of your body and the ter at UK. He said the prospect of
making such a trip five days a
results arc the same."
Factors such as money, conveni- week for up to six weeks for treatence and geography figure into the ment can make many women
decision to have a mastectomy decide against breast conservation.
Other reasons for not having a
rather than a lumpectomy: Some
patients choose to lose a breast and lumpectomy may include insurance
coverage or a "gut feeling" that
removal of the entire breast would
be more effective, the cancer
experts said.
Lynn said.
John Pancoast, head of medical
Until a few years ago, it was difficult for women to be up and oncology at St. Luke Hospital East
around for a few months after the in Fort Thomas, said some patients
surgery because of pain in the arms have exaggerated fears of sideand other complications, Lynn said. effects from modern radiation
"Now, most women are up moving treatments.
However, doctors continue to
around doing everything they did
before the surgery in about a month recommend early detection as the
best way to combat cancer.
or so:

(('oni'd from page 1)
quoting from the investigative
documents.
The newspaper also reported

investigators found that the House
post office operated a slush fund
that contained up to $500,000 in
cash on any given day.

Tourism cabinet.

••

753-9932
301 N. 12th, Murray
(Lnlversit) Square)

305-A S. 12th St.
INES( to

Dumper)

753-0959

(Coni'd from page 11
cr, has been hired as a director
working in sales and marketing for
the Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center at an annual salary of
$40,560. said Dwight Butt, president and chief executive officer of
the exposition center.
Also, Clestine Lanier of Louisville will become a marketing
director at Commonwealth Convention Center in Louisville.

Butt said, however, that Lanier's
annual salary of $36,216 will not
be an addition to the state payroll.
She worked on Jones' lieutenant
governor staff and has been working since November on his transition team
Tony and Carla Miller were
strong, early supporters of Jones'
gubernatorial campaign. Carla
Miller contributed $1,500 to Jones'
campaign; Tony Miller gave
$4,000.

Mindy Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
uhli.%he r
TED DELANEY
General Manager
ALICE ROUSE
BUsiness Manager

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

MARY ANN OR1F2

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.

,Advertising Manager
DAVID STON4
Circulation Manager
DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
"Ihr letrrrey Lager, • TENN

CLARIFICATION
Due to an editing error, a headline in Saturday's edition incorrectly referred to lecturer Dr. Lamont
Yeakey as Leakey.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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The Nturray Ledger & Times a publahed
c.cry afternoon except Sundays. July 4
Tharaing Day, Christmas Day and Nes
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc, 1001
Whttne,, Dr . Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class
Posuie Paid st Murray, Ky 42071
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
served by carriers $5 00 pa month, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway Co and to Bee
tor. Hardat, Mayfeld. Sedalia and Farrnuagton.
Ky, and to -Parts, Buchanan sod Puryear.
Tenn S57 00 per year By mail to other desu
nattons $64 50 per year
• • • •
To reach ail departments of the newspaper,
phone 753 :916
• • • •
a a member of
The Murray Ledga & To
the Associated Press. Kentucky Prue Assoc:is
trot and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Assocasuon
The Associated Press a exclusively mut:eel
o ocws org.nsted by The Murray Loclaw &
Times
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:1-3-6 (one, three,
six); Lotto: 1-11-14-15-17-41;
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 2-2-6 (two, two,
six)

Shell

Read the classifieds

THEFT ARREST MADE
Jason Grammer, alias Jason Grarnble, was arrested on a Calloway County
warrant Saturday in Marshall County. Grammer was being released from the
Marshall County Jail and was held for the Murray Police Department.
According to reports, Grammer, 19, was wanted for theft by unlawful taking
over $100. The charge originated from the office of David Harrington, Calloway County Attorney.

MAN FACES BURGLARY CHARGE
Loius Dale Raney, 40, of 2014 College Farm Road, Murray, was arrested
Sunday at 3:16 p.m. by the Murray Police Department and charged with
burglary in the third degree, receiving stolen property over $100 and theft of
a motor vehicle registration plate. According to reports, the charges stem
from Raney stealing a 1990 Geo Storm from the shop of S.T. Motors on
Industrial Road in Murray and from the theft of a license plate from Claude
Wells of Murray.
Jason D. Wynn, 20, of 1500 Canterbury Drive, Murray, was arrested Sunday. Feb. 2 following an altercation with a juvenile at the home of Anna L.
Lee, 814 South Ninth St., Murray. Wynn was charged with first degree criminal mischief and menacing.

KSP INVESTIGATING THEFT
The Kentucky State Police are investigating a burglary that occurred sometime in the early morning hours Jan. 31 in western McCracken County Henson's Horse Equipment in Grahamville. According to reports, several thousand dollars in saddles and other tack were taken. There are no suspects at
this time and the investigation is continuing by the KSP.

KSP ISSUES WEEKLY REPORT

The Kentucky State Police Post I in Mayfield opened 45 criminal cases,
made 18 criminal arrests and worked 18 automobile accidents for week of
Jan 26 to Feb. 1, according to reports. The KSP answered 104 complaints
and made 25 DUI arrests.

News of the World
LOSING OUR WORK ETHIC
TOKYO — Just two weeks after a leading .Japanese politician created an
uproar by calling U.S. workers lazy, Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa said
today that America is losing its work ethic. Miyazawa's comments came during a nationally televised session of a parliamentary budget committee during discussion of the faltering U.S. economy. A fellow conservative lawmaker, Kabun Muto, blamed U.S. economic woes partly on what he described
as the inability of some Americans to put in their best work efforts on Mondays and Fridays and asked Miyazawa's opinion. The prime minister said he
thought the belief in "producing things and creating value has 'loosened' too
much in the past 10 years or so in the United States.

FORCED DEPORTATIONS OF HAITIANS
GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL BASE, Cuba — Silotesse Jean-Jacques says
he fled Haiti for fear of army death squads and nearly drowned when a flimsy sailboat he was on sank with 202 people packed on board. Dispirited and
apprehensive, the 34-year-old political activist now is returning to his strifetorn homeland to care for his wife and seven children. "If I have to die, I'll
die with my family," he said. Jean-Jacques was among 250 Haitians
shipped home Sunday following a Supreme Court decision two days earlier
allowing the Bush administration to resume forced deportations of Haitian
boat people. About 150 others were deported Saturday and were to disembark at Port-au-Prince, the Haitian capital, today.

DECISION TIME FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
DERRY, N.H. — Caroline Cote arrived at the Promises to Keep restaurant
leaning toward Democratic presidential candidate Bob Kerrey. She left supporting rival Bill Clinton. For now, anyway. "Put me at 90 percent in case I
change my mind again," the high tech worker from Windham said after a
weekend Clinton rally. With just two weeks until their kickoff presidential
primary, its getting to be decision time for New Hampshire voters. As they
shop for a candidate, many tell stories of economic despair that are shaping
their choices, and, for many, changing their politics. Bob Doty of Durham,
for example, is a lifelong Republican shopping for a Democrat with a plan to
control the deficit, which he says is robbing the country of its future. "I never
conceived myself backing a Democrat or even liking a Democrat," Doty said
as he looked over Kerrey at a rally. He left still looking. "Nobody is saying
what I want to hear, which is why I'm undecided," said Doty, a public
employee who said he'd vote for Bill Clinton if no one else impresses him
more, because his union is behind the Arkansas governor. Attorney Chris
Regan is doing better than many of his fellow New Hampshire residents, but
says his family's health insurance is costing him $1,300 each quarter. So
Kerrey's national health insurance plan had Regan listening, as he marveled
at how late it was for him to be deciding. "I can't remember ever deciding
this late," he said. "No one really seems to have caught fire."

BACK IN THE SADDLE AGAIN
WASHINGTON — The government thinks you would love to buy a wild
horse. You just don't know it yet. The Bureau of Land Management is counting on an aggressive public relations campaign to drum up interest in adopting thousands of mustangs and burros that are overwhelming big tracts of
western range land. The campaign is part of a new plan that also calls for
closing federally subsidized sanctuaries in South Dakota and Oklahoma that
never became self-sufficient. "I don't think we've done as good a job as we
could in getting the word out that these horses and burros are desirable
animals," said Michelle Ravnikar, a BLM spokeswoman. "I think we can do
a better job."

Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
3 Painful Joints
▪ Shoulder Pain
•Armiteg Pain
•Cold Hands,Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer: .
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

Personnel from the Murray Fire Department responded to a call at 10:53
a.m. Saturday regarding from Sylva Atkins who had fallen in her home at
1303 Wells Blvd. Because her door was locked, firemen removed screens,
opened a window and unlocked the door for the ambulance personnel. Atkins was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

LONDON— Economic hardship in the former Soviet Union virtually assures
that nuclear mercenaries will sell expertise or hard-to-track components to
nations trying to build a bomb, Western defense experts say. "Everything is
up for grabs," said Dr. Martin Navias, a lecturer in the Department of War
Studies at Kings College, University of London. "The rapidity of the collapse
makes it an area where people with money can get what they want. The
ability of the republics to control what they've got inside is very weak. That
is the essence of the problem." Unconfirmed reports say Iran and Libya
have hired Soviet nuclear scientists and bought technology, and that other
would-be nuclear states are shopping for talent and weapons.

This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, cant help you. Call me
today and let me help you.

J Headaches
•Arthritis
•Bursitis
•Hip Pain

FIREMEN ASSIST WOMAN

NUCLEAR EXPERTISE 'UP FOR GRABS'

Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago

J Back Pain
j Neck Pain
•Stiffness
3 Numbness

Three Murray State University students were arrested Friday afternoon, Jan
31, after they were caught shoplifting at K-mart in Murray. According to
reports, Sonji M. Stone, 20, of Box 87134, Springer Hall, MSU, was arrested
after she took a pair of shoes and a toWel. Both items were found in her
book bag. Toni G. Starks, 20, of Box 8742 Springer Hall, MSU, was arrested
after she concealed several bed sheets and deodorant in her bag. Alicia C
Reid, 20, of Box 8741 Springer Hall, MSU, was arrested for stealing a pillow
case, one pair of panty hose and a bed sheet

ALTERCATION RESULTS IN ARREST

Cocaine sales...
1% tiht Loss
or
'sour ‘lootl
Back. Pt-nod:

THREE MSU STUDENTS ARRESTED
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FREE
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Sheriffs, deputies often don't receive needed training
By The Associated Press
The shooting deaths of a sheriff
and his deputy have revived questions concerning the training of
Kentucky sheriffs and their deputies, which is not required by state
law and which some sheriffs say
they cannot afford.
One of the law officers killed
last week, Powell County Deputy

Sheriff Arthur Briscoe, got his
training on the job, riding for a
week with the man he was replacing, Eddie Barnes.
In some Kentucky counties, that
is about all the preparation a deputy sheriff can expect.
"They give them the gun and a
badge and say, 'There you are,"
Barnes said Friday, still unnerved
by the deaths of Briscoe and Sher-

iff Steve Bennett, who were shot
Thursday while trying to serve
warrants on a man who had been
accused of violence in the pw..
Woodford County Sheriff Loren
Carl, past president of the Kentucky Sheriffs Association, said there
may be more untrained deputies
patrolling counties in Kentucky
than trained ones.
The Kentucky legislature has

rejected regular requests from the
association for a financial incentive
for training like the one local
police agencies receive.
Ray Stoess, executive director of
the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association,
said Kentucky law requires of
deputies only that they be at least
24 years old and have no felony
convictions.
Some counties insist on trained

County, comrades mourn slain lawmen
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer

STANTON, Ky. — Powell
County Sheriff Steve Bennett and
Deputy Arthur Briscoe died last
week on a lonely Appalachian hillside, but their loss was felt far beyond the confines of the mountains
in which they served.

"Somebody killed a policeman
today, a part of America has died,"
Kentucky State Police Trooper Jerry Johnson read Sunday at a funeral service for the men. "He
answered the call, of himself gave
his all. A pan of America has
died."
Johnson, of the Morehead post,
read the poem at the request of

Briscoe's 14-year-old son, Dennis.
The trooper was among more than
1,000 law-enforcement officers
from across Kentucky, Ohio and
Indiana who journeyed to this
small eastern Kentucky town to
pay tribute to their fallen comrades.
It took the parade of officers 18
minutes to file into the Powell
County High School gymnasium,

deputies, but others complain that,
with small staffs, they can't send
one of only two or three deputies
for 10 weeks of training — which
they can get free at Eastern Kentucky University — or to a $1,200
course that is offered by the sheriffs' association in Bowling Green
one week a month for seven
months.
But the difference in the training

of the officers patrolling rural Kentucky is stark: State police are
required to have 22 weeks of training at their own academy in Frankfort, compared with no training
required for deputies. Of the roughly 1,000 sheriffs and deputies
across Kentucky, 128 had training
at EKU in the last three years, and
310 at the association course since
it began.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

where two flower-draped caskets
stood side by side. Cruisers outside
the building bore insignia from as
far away as Hopkinsville in western Kentucky to Toledo, Ohio, the
department that had issued the warrants the men were serving when
they were gunned down last
Thursday.
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Deputy shot hours before funeral
MAGNOLIA, Ky. (AP) — A
deputy sheriff was in stable condition today after being shot in the
shoulder while attempting to arrest
three men for creating a
disturbance.
Ironically, deputy Terry Cruse
was shot just hours before he
planned to attend a funeral Sunday
for two eastern Kentucky lawmen
killed in the line of duty last week.
Cruse, 34, of Magnolia, and
Sheriff Merle Edlin had responded
to a complaint of a loud party at a
rural home about 7 a.m. EST
Sunday.
Cruse was shot with a .I2-gauge
shotgun seconds after he and Edlin
broke down the door of the house
where the three suspects had taken
cover, Edlin said.
"They came out on the porch
and were hollering for us to come
over there, threatening the neighbor," Edlin said.
The three went inside the house
as the officers approached, and one
man allegedly was laying on the
floor to the right of the door with a
shotgun waiting for the officers to
enter the house, the sheriff said.
"Terry went through the door,

first and I was right behind him,"
Edlin said. "One of the individuals
was there and shot Deputy Cruse.
Terry yelled 'He's got a gun! He
shot me! Get out!"
Edlin said he and Cruse backed
out the front door and crouched on
the porch, aiming their weapons at
the door.
"I asked Terry 'Are you all
right?' and he said 'I'm shot, but
I'll be all right,'" Edlin said.
Edlin said Dennis Gilbert, 26,
and a third suspect then ran out the
back door. The sheriff said he
arrested Gilbert, who had dropped
the shotgun, in the back yard.
That's when Thomas Showalters,
34, who owned the house, walked
through the front door and was
arrested by Cruse, Edlin said. The
deputy then called an ambulance
for himself, and was taken to Hardin Memorial Hospital in
Elizabethtown. ,
He underwent surgery and was
listed in stable condition.
The sheriff said a new SKS
semiautomatic assault rifle was
found inside Showalters' home
along with a half-gallon of whiskey
and "numerous, numerous beer

cans." An SKS is the type of weapon Ralph Baze Jr. is alleged to
have used to kill Powell County
Sheriff Steve Bennett and Deputy
Arthur Briscoe on Thursday.
Unlike the Powell County officers, both Edlin and Cruse had
received extensive training for their
jobs. Edlin said he is an instructor
of police training at Western Kentucky University. Edlin said Cruse
had attended basic training courses
at both Western and Eastern Kentucky University.
Cruse said his law-enforcement
training "took over" and prevented him from being hurt further.
Gilbert was charged with
attempted murder and first-degree
assault on a police officer for
allegedly wounding Cruse, Edlin
said.
Showalters was charged with
disorderly conduct and terroristic
threatening.
The third suspect was still at
large early today.
Gilbert was being held in the
LaRue County Jail in lieu of a
$500,000 bond, and Showalters
was held in lieu of a $50,000 bond.

Pot stolen from sheriff's office
BEATTYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Marijuana plants with an estimated
street value of $100,000 have been
stolen from the Lee County sheriff's office.
County Judge-Executive L.C.
"Bud" Reese said Saturday that
about 1,650 of the plants had been
laid out to dry in a locked jail cell
in the county's juvenile detention
center.
Sheriff Doug Brandenburg discovered the theft about 11:30 a.m.
Friday, the sheriff's office said.
Brandenburg found the remains of
about eight plants scattered over
the floor of the empty cell.
The detention center was built
during the 1970s but had never met
state codes or housed criminals. It
serves as headquarters for the local
ambulance service and the county
radio dispatch. Reese said Brandenburg moved the marijuana into
the detention center because it was
stinking up the evidence room in
the courthouse. It was laid out to
dry so that it wouldn't rot.

Brandenburg was away on official business Sunday and could not
be reached for comment. State
police Detective Ronnie Gay is
also investigating the theft.
The sheriff's office confiscated
the marijuana two weeks ago from
a farm 11 miles east of Beattyville
along the Breathitt County line.
Reese said that the sheriff put
the marijuana in the cell Jan. 21
and that no one had checked on it

since.
The detention center is open
around the clock because someone
is always on duty. Reese said
almost anyone could have known
about the marijuana.
Lee County has the reputation of
being one of the major marijuana
producers in eastern Kentucky. Its
image was tarnished further last
year when former Sheriff Johnny
Mann was convicted of bribery for
protecting cocaine shipments.
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Capitol Ideas

Cry to change
the constitution
is heard again
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associalad Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — In some ways, the Kentucky Constitution is like
the weather — it's always around, people are always talking about it and
there's nothing they can really do about it.
Unlike the weather, the Kentucky Constitution almost never changes.
But that doesn't keep people from talking about it.
In the last two years alone, the Kentucky Bar Association, the Shakertown Roundtable and the Kentucky Center for Public Issues all pondered
that ponderous document.
They all concluded the same thing. In fact, the same conclusion was
reached in 1987 when the General Assembly created its own "blue ribbon" panel to study the constitution.
The conclusion? The constitution needs changing.
The same conclusion was reacheen 1986 by the Kentucky Tomorrow
Commission created by then-Li. Gov. Steve Beshear.
More than 50 years earlier, Henry Watterson, editor of The CourierJournal, reached the same conclusion. He called the constitution, adopted
in 1891, "confusion worst compounded."
Everyone seems to agree the constitution needs changing. Everyone.
that is, except for the people who can change it — the voters. Most times
they get . a chance to change, they decline.
The argument is made that Kentucky needs a new constitution to deal
with the 21st century. The argument is facetious. Kentucky didn't need an
elected secretary of state, commissioner of agriculture or treasurer to deal
with the 19th century, much less the 20th or 21st.
The arguments here are not really about constitutional construction as
much as political practicality.
When serious discussions are held, they are accompanied about dire
warnings about what the constitution has done to prevent Kentucky from
moving forward. The document, it is intoned, prevents progress in commerce, handcuffs government and generally puts the state at a disadvantage against its more forward-thinking neighbors.
The fact of the matter is, the constitution seldom is a real obstacle if the
people who run Kentucky really, really want something.
Take the issue of public officer salaries. The Kentucky Constitution
says specifically that those salaries are limited to no more than 512.000.
It's really fairly clear on the subject.
In 1949, the Kentucky Court of Appeals graciously created the "rubber
dollar" theory. The theory went that the framers of the constitution in
1891 really meant that the limit was S12,000 times the annual increase in
the Consumer Price Index, that well-known 19th Century economic indicator. Thus, Brereton Jones' salary as governor this year is 579,255
instead of just $12.000.
13/ happy coincidence, the ruling also effectively gave a salary increase
to judges.
A more recent example came when the constitutionality of state incenuves to Toyota Motor Corp. to build its plant in Georgetown were
debated. The legal logic used to approve them can charitably be described
as tortured.
Still, the well-intentioned folks who talk about things like the constitution insist that revision is a pressing topic.
Sheryl Snyder, chairman of the Center for Public Issues, said he
expects constitutional amendments to be approved by the 1992 General
Assembly and submitted to the voters. That's a good bet. Amendments
are routinely offered. Just as routinely, voters defeat them. Three of four
on the ballot in 1990 suffered that fate.

Kentucky editorial roundup
Lexington Herald-Leader:
Say this much for Robert Mead CPA: He's got plenty of gall.,
The former state treasurer is off the state payroll now, thanks to Kentucky voters' refusal to elect him to another office. That would be enough
to send most people away from the public trough. But not Mr. CPA. He
has applied for unemployment benefits.
And the state has quite promptly and properly turned him down.
This is the same guy who once released a financial statement saying he
was worth millions. It's also the same self-styled good-government crusader who traveled to the Soviet Union at taxpayers' expense during his
final months in office.
Too bad voters weren't able to fire Mr. CPA at that point. Then, he
might have had a case for his unemployment claim. And it might have
been worth the money just to get rid of him.
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown:
Teachers locally and across the state must be scratching their heads in
confusion.
On one hand, the state is making giant steps in improving education
through a variety of programs mandated by the Kentucky Education
Reform Act. On the other hand, increasing teachers' salaries — another
reform act stipulation — is being threatened by state budget woes.
Just when teachers and Kentuckians are beginning to feel better about
education, state officials might be changing the rules.
Who can blame anyone for being confused? Finance Secretary Joe
Prather has warned teachers they can expect little, if any, salary increases
next year because of the state budget crisis.
Teachers received a 10 percent raise in 1990 — the first year of the
reform act. The following year, they received 5 percent. No percentage
increase has been guaranteed for 1992-93.
Kentucky Education Association statistics show that state teachers have
bolstered their standing since the reform act began. In 1989-90, teachers
ranked 37th of 50 states in salaries. In 1990-91, teachers moved up to
30th.
Reneging on a promise to increase salaries sends a bad message to
teachers, parents, children, other states and especially to Kentuckians who
are paying more taxes to fund the reform act.
Officials should not backpedal on their promise to pay teachers what
they rightly deserve. If nothing else, a cost-of-living increase will prevent
teachers from losing ground.
Kentucky cannot afford to reverse its direction on education now. That
will only return the state to where it was before the reform act — on a
dark, dismal track where children aren't learning.

Stand tall and die
By STEVEN KOMAROW
An Associatod Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON (AP) — Deadline, shmedline.
Experience teaches that giving
Congress a deadline is like giving a
kid homework and a hungry dog.
The built-in excuses are just too
handy to resist.
President Bush, of course, knew
that when he demanded last week
in his State of the Union address
that Congress pass a tax cut bill by
March 20.
Bush is a former congressman
who participated in missing plenty
of deadlines himself. And just last
year. he did the deadline-setting
routine in his Desert Storm victory
speech. He challenged Congress to
finish crime and transportation bills
within 100 days.
The transportation bill, which he
would have vetoed as too fat
except for the recession, took triple
that time to pass. The crime bill
fell into that great black hole of
Capitol Hill — Senate procedure
— and has yet to emerge.
Given that record, Bttsh cut the
time limit in half this year. He said
his goal was to spur the economy
to new vigor. Could it also be that,
in an election year, he wants to set
up Congress to take the blame if
things go wrong?
The suspicion that politics is

involved here is heightened by the
fact that Bush included his cherished capital gains tax cut as part
of his anti-recession plan. "This
time, at this hour, I cannot take no
for an answer," he said in his State
of the Union speech.
Well, maybe.
This item by itself has tied up
Congress for months at a time, and
Democrats stood in line to crit'cize
it in the strongest terms last week.
The Democratic leaders who
control the House have gone beyond suspicion. They know.
But unlike last year they're not
scoffing at the Bush deadline.
They're unhappy with it, but
they're not ignoring it.
"I'm not very high on deadlines," House Speaker Thomas
Foley said at a party retreat last
Friday. But, he added, "I think we
are going to move very quickly, as
you'll see in coming weeks. ...
We're going to move forward with
a middle-income tax cut."
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, on Sunday
labeled Bush's deadline "a political ploy."
"The Congress will act promptly
because it's the right thing to do,
not because of any deadline," he
said on NBC's "Meet The Press."
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-111.,
chairman of the tax-writing Ways
and Means Committee, said, "I'm

or deal?

to fix the economy.
hoping we can do something in
Whether Democrats stand tall
committee ... in the next two
and die or try to lie low and live,
weeks."
Bush still stands a good chance of
"If the capital gains focus is on
getting his licks in on the deadline.
long-term investment.., then it
The legislative process was
could be something that is part of a
(compromise) package," said Rep. designed for maximum consideraLeon Panetta, D-Calif., the chair- tion, not maximum speed. Even if
man of the House Budget Commit- everyone agrees on the major elements of the package, its a long
tee and a vocal critic of Bush tax
policies that give most of the road from the House Ways and
Means Committee to passage by
money back to the rich.
both chambers to a presidAntial
Just how things will proceed is
signature.
unclear.
And all along that route, indiviDemocratic leaders could try to
dual lawmakers will be seeking
cut a deal with the White House
and make the problem go away, but special breaks for industries and
individuals from their _locales. It all
does Bush want to deal? Or they
takes a lot of time.
could come out with a competing
Bush poked fun — and none too
economic package of their own,
gently — at how Congress does its
and maybe lose if rank-and-file
business, as he laid down his politilawmakers desert their party to
cal markers.
support the president.
"I myself have sometimes
At the House Democratic
thought the aging process could be
strategy session in Maryland last
week, the latter view seemed pre- delayed if it had to make its way
through Congress," he said as
eminent.
laughter
spread through his
"Maybe the Democrats cught to
audience.
make a statement and come up with
But if the voters hold Congress
something they like, and see
whether or not the president has the to the Bush deadline, there's a
forces to enact his legislation," chance that homework dog will go
hungry. Or, at least, close enough
Rostenkowski said.
"The message I get from this is, for government work.
• • • •
stand tall or die hard," said Rep.
Bob Wise, D-W.Va., who released (EDITORS: Steven Komarow is
last week a poll showing the public AP's thief correspondent in
trusts Democrats more than Bush Congress.)
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Science that changed mankind
(ATTENTION EDITORS: Mike
Royko is on vacation. In his absence,
we are reprinting some of hisfavorite
columns. This colunu:first appeared
on April 13, 1987.)
The world of science is delirious
with excitement over the discovery of
new, efficient ways to get electricity
from here to there. Or there to here, I
suppose.
It's said that these recent discoveries will have an enormous impact on
the economy and our lifestyles and
make possible all sorts of wondrous
technological advances.
One scientist was quoted in this
newspaper as saying about the rapid
development and potential of the new
electrical conductors: "Nothing like
this has ever happened in science
be
Another said: "Super conductivity
developments are the most exciting
new breakthroughs of our lives. It will
change the way we ,Jive.
With all respect for the scientists, I
have my doubts about that. Changing
the way we live, I mean.
For example, nothing I've read has
said that this amazing breakthrough
will lead to modern man - the rushhour traffic jam, flavorless tomatoes,
devious politicans or goofs who talk
during movies.
Every few years, scientist insist on
telling us that something new and
amazing will change our lives. But
what happens? The military uses the
new development to refine the
methods we might use to blow up the
world. And the rest of us wake up with
the same problems, bills, aches and
pains.
Consider the transistor, which replaced the vacuum tube and was

The remote-control channel changer. The world would have been
better off if TV had never been
invented. What would we have
missed - Sam Donaldson? But as long
as we're stuck with it, it's nice to be
able to flip through the channels
effortlessly to see if there's anything
lewd going on.
The automatic ice cube maker. I
can't
imagine what life is like in
nailed as one of the great inventions of slot and squirt hot wax on your car.
societies
that don't have this device.
the ages. What did it give us? A sub- The automatic car wash has freed
race of zombies who shuffle or jog millions of men from the weekend It's little wonder that there is so much
through live with Walkman radios ritual of slopping soap on their sneak- discontent in the Third World.
The once-size-fits-all men's stockattached to their heads.
ers and has permitted them to do more
That's why I'm skeptical about most important things, such as nothing. ing. Until we had this, we never knew
scientific breakthroughs. I've seen
The disposable diaper. Only those whether a stocking would be too big
who
had children before it was avail- or too little when we bought it. So
few of them lead to a genuine improvement in the way we live. Have able can appreciate how much less most of us had toes that were either
any of them eliminated the hangover? offensive it is to be a young parent. As scrunched or pinched. As Plato said:
And that has led me to compile a list Slats Grobnik once said: "Everybody A person cannot be truly happy with
of what I consider to be some of the says babies are so sweet. But if a painful toes.
The phone answering machine. It's
most important inventions of my grown man did the things a kid does,
been
maligned and ridiculed. But it's
saloon
in
he'd
be
run
out
of
every
lifetime. It isn't a comprehensive list
permitted
me to at last be honest with
of course, and others may have their town."
those
who
phone my home. Before I
The cut-proof golf ball. Scientists
own choices.
had
one,
I
had
to say, "Hello. Oh, hi,
amazing
have
estimated
that
this
If so, you might send them to me
how
are
you.
Uh-huh,
that's interestadvancement has eliminated so much
and ni add them to the list. In no
ing.
No
kidding.
Well,
maybe
we can
stress
that the average golfer's life has
particular order, here are my choices.
get together and do that." now, my
been
I
made
extended
by
years.
2
1/2
The automatic car wash, especially
that up, but its probably true anyway. recorded message states a simple
the kind that lets you shove a slug in a
truth: "I'm here, but! don't want to talk
to you. At the beep, just go away.
Thank you for listening."
As I said others may have their
favorites. Venetian blinds, for examReaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
ple, which admit light but discourage
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
peeping
toms; automatic windshield
on
a
topics,
print letters
variety of
provided they comply with the folwashers; and any garment made of
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
polyester.
Wiles address and telephone number included in case verification is
But we have a long way to go. We
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledcan put a man on the moon, make
ger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
electricity move more efficiently.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
When will science develop a mar& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
tini that is good for you?
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Democrats rap plan Raw farm prices take 4.9 percent
to cut rural lending increase over year while costs drop

president's plan is "generally a
of the attack on rural
reflection
from S13.80 in December but up from $11.70 last January.
Associated Press Farm Writer
By JENNIFER DIXON
America."
*Beef cattle averaged $67.80 per 100 pounds of live weight nationally, up
Associated Press Farm Writer
English also criticized the admifrom S67.40 in December but down from S76.60 last January.
WASHINGTON - Congressional Democrats say President nistration's proposal to eliminate
WASHINGTON - The prices farmers are paid for raw products
*Calves were reported at $86.70 per hundredweight, down from $87.60 in
Bush's proposal to cut rural lend- farm subsidies to producers with
changed little from December to January but are 4.9 percent higher than
December and from $98 last year.
ing programs by $1.8 billion is off-farm incomes of $100,000 or
they were a year ago, the Agriculture Department says.
*Hogs
averaged $36.60 per hundredweight, down from $38.60 in Decemanother blow to communities that more. He said the plan is an
Decreases in prices for eggs, hogs and milk last month were offset by
ber
and
from $50 a year earlier.
have been left in tatters by the eco- attempt to turn the farm program
price increases for tomatoes, wheat and corn, the department said Friday
at
$2.40 per bushel, was up from $2.33 in December and up from
*Corn,
into a welfare program based on
nomic policies of the 1980s.
in its report on monthly farm price changes.
year
earlier.
a
52.27
Government economists recently income, not production decisions.
Meanwhile, farm expenses in January were 0.5 percent lower than they
*Wheat prices at the farm averaged $3.74 per bushel, up from $3.44 in
is
"What the administration
acknowledged that the past decade
were in October, when the previous quarterly estimate was made, largely
December and $2.42 a year earlier.
was "unkind to rural workers, their doing is writing off rural Ameribecause of significantly lower prices for fuel and feeder livestock.
*Rice
averaged $7.70 per 100 pounds, down from $7.92 in December but
families and their communities," ca," English said in an interview.
Despite the drop, overall expenses are at the same level they were a
S6.38 a year earlier.
up
from
according to a report by the Agri- "They..recognize, and unfortunateyear ago.
were S5.51 per bushel, compared with S5.45 in December and
*Soybeans
culture Department's Economic ly, they're correct, that there simpCrop prices collectively rose 2.5 percent from December and 1.7 perin
1991.
January
S5.71
in
ly are not many people living
Research Service.
cent from a year earlier.
pound, down from 55.6 cents
"Job growth stagnated, unem- rural America anymore and that's
USDA said commercial vegetable prices paid to farmers were up 19 *Upland cotton was reported at 54 cents per
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"More than
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*Broilers were 30 cents per pound, live weight, up from 29 cents last
over half - lost population al programs, and note that the
The report also said:
month. Last January, broilers were 30.9 cents a pound.
down
January,
budget for the office of Agriculture • All-milk prices averaged $13.60 per hundred pounds in
between 1980 and 1990."
The report said the decade was Secretary Edward Madigan would
the first in the century when the increase from $7.5 million to $9.6
rural-urban income gap widened million.
"At a time when America's farinstead of narrowed.
The report was published shortly mers are told to tighten their belts
The summary said barrow and
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be reduced by $1.7
The inventory of hogs and pigs stage for a downturn in pork proand outlook summary.
Another $200 million would be in investment, 30 jobs are greatecl.
"However, the economy is as of the beginning of December, duction in 1993."
"The administration's Proposed
cut from the Rural Electrification
Beef production is expected to
expected to begin recovering in the was up 5 percent from a year ear,‘
deep cuts in rural pro/rams will
Administration.
her. Pork production is expected to rise about 1 percent in 1992 and
supply
and
months
few
next
Rep. Glenn English, D-Okla., leave rural America !lifted deep in
pounds in yearling feeder cattle prices probincreases will taper off, especially be a record 16.9 billion
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1992,
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in
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16.4
hundredweight.
in the past two years."
By JENNIFER DIXON

Record meat, poultry supplies forecast
FARM
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Owners urged to harvest timber carefully
to receive continuous income from crop
Timber, like any other crop,
should be harvested when the trees
are mature.
Trees, however, unlike most
harvested crops, present a much
larger "window" of time for
harvest, said Doug McLaren,
extension forestry specialist with
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
"Kentucky's valuable hardwood
timber such as oak and walnut can
remain on the stump for even ten
years after it has matured economically," McLaren said.
Why would a timber owner want
to leave mature trees "on the
stump" for so long?
To wait for market prices to
reach the desired level, McLaren
said in a UK College of Agriculture news release.
While the farmer patiently waits
for acceptable market trends, the
trees keep on growing and increasing their value. If the landowner is
careful, he can ensure future
income by carefully harvesting
through a technique called "selection cutting," McLarcn said. With
this technique, usually begun with
the help of a forester, the landowner determines the ages of the
stems in his woodlands so that
forester and landowner can manage
the harvest at predetermined
intervals.
"Intervals decided upon by the
forester is based upon the potential
site qt4lity, species involved as

Knowing what stumpage is
Want to sell your timber? Know what today's stumpage price is?
Today's what?
"Stumpage price is one of the key terms used in the jargon of timber
buying," said Doug McLaren, Extension forestry specialist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Landowners interested in selling their timber need to know the jargon
to make sure they get the best prices for their product- or at least know
what they're selling," he said.
McLaren explained that stumpage is timber as it stands in the woodsthe stems of the standing trees. Stumpage price is the value of those stems
as they stand in the forest - without considering costs of logging or
transporting the timber.
If an owner sells at "stumpage price," the purchaser assumes the
expense of transportation and harvesting.
"The closer you are to the resource, the more attractive is its value,"
McLaren said. "But stumpage price is not entirely based on the number of
miles to the stand of trees. It's also based on the ease of access to the
stand, the kinds of trucks used in transporting the logs and obstacles such
as rivers or mountains that have to be crossed.
Likewise, harvesting costs can also be varied. They include types and
amount of equipment required, number of people needed and again distance to the mill. Requirements for road building also is considered. Level
land that eliminates the need for sophisticated road building would be
more desirable than rugged mountain areas that require more roads and
equipment.

well as local market demands,"
McLaren said. "Harvesting intervals of mature hardwood timber
might be as low as every five years
up to 15 or 20 years."
This type of management provides an indefinite marketable cash

received "bad press" as a harvest
technique for creating short-term
eyesores, but properly managed, it
does offer some desirable aspects.
In clear cutting, the landowner
harvests all merchantable timber
and then returns to remove or
deaden all remaining stems.
"This procedure allows uniform
growth of the next rotation of timber," McLaren said. "It's not unlike
the harvest methods of other agricultural crops."
Where appropriate it can offer
long-term benefits to the timberland manager.
Some foresters may want to clear
cut timberland so that the harvested
area can be exposed to sunlight
uniformly. This eventually produces an evenly-aged stand which
is more efficiently managed.

Eventually is a long time though.
The rotation age of hardwood timber in Kentucky usually takes
about 100 years.
That doesn't mean there may not
be some circumstances when it
might be desirable, he said.
An owner with many acres of
timber, say 1,000 for example,
crop for the landowner. The other might choose to clear cut 10 this
type of harvesting technique fre- year to start his long-term managequently used in Kentucky, clear ment plan. By clear cutting 10
cutting, may provide more immedi- acres each year, he could have
ate income, but eliminate the possi- income continuously while upgrading his timber stand for the long
bility of continuous earnings.
has
term.
cutting
clear
Unrestrained
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Vegetable production down
hundred pounds) and they had a
combined value of $3.92 billion.
Decreases in harvested acres
were noted in asparagus, cauliflower, celery, sweet corn, honeydews,
head lettuce, onions and tomatoes.
Carrots and broccoli showed
increases.
"Price increases were realized
for all 10 selected fresh market
crops and melons," the report said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Fresh
market vegetable production was
down 4 percent in 1991 from the
previous year, says the Agriculture
Department.
In a report issued this month, the
department said production of 10
selected fresh market vegetables
and melons during 1991 totaled
243 million hundredweight (or
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Tobacco Plants and Float Bed
Accessories
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Monday, Feb. 3

Monday, Feb. 3

Calloway County Athletic
Roosters/7:30 p.m./Calloway
Roard office.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m/Water Valley
Community Center.

Narcotics Anonymous/7
).m./Parish Center, Si Leo Catholkc Church.

First Assembly of God Joy
Fellowship/6 p.m./Pagliai's.
Info/753-9830.

NIurray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Free Boating Safety Course/7
p.m./Mississippi Room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m.!Weaks
Community Center.

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Chnstian Church.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

DON'T YOU WANT
TO HEAR EVERY
WORD YOUR
GRANDCHILD
HAS TO SAY?

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m.; Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.
Betty Sledd Group of First B.ipt:‘;
Church Women/7 p.m.,•Shert
Edwards.
Lottie Moore Group of Firs: Eia;tist Church Women/7 p tr.
Outland.
Puppets of Memorial 13,ipti‘:
Church/8 p.m.
Singles at University Chur,Th.
Christ/7 p.m. with Ruth Evers:7c,
er as speaker.

For Complete
Diagnostic
Seruices &
Hearing Aid Sales

(;race 'Baptist Church e‘eni
include \'isitaHn at
6:30 p.m.

CALL

(Conn, on page 7)

Tony Milliano, MA.
Dept. of Audiology

Morgan-Haugh
Clinic
.-:-/lour Program Information
753-3314

220 W. Walnut - Mayfield

247-8100

Story Hour themes listed
Sandy Linn, youth services director for the Calloway County Public
Library has released the story hour themes for the month of February
1992.
They are as follows:
Feb. 4 and 5 — "Mailman, Mailman, Bnng Me A Letter";
Feb. 11 and 12 — "Be My Valentine";
Feb. 18 and 19 — "Going to the Dentist";
Feb. 25 and 26 — "Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear."
Story Hours are a book centered program designed for the child, 3 to 8.
A special 30-minute version is Parents and Twos for the child, 2, accompanied by an adult.
Story Hours are held Tuesday and Wednesday mornings from 10:30 to
11:30 p.m. Parents and Twos is held Tuesday and Wednesday mornings at
9:30 a.m.
Anyone wishing more information regarding Story Hour or to register a
child may call the library at 753-2288.

Warren elected as officer
Lynn Pesoat Warren, teacher for
the Calloway County Elementary
Art Program, was recently elected
secretary for the Kentucky , Art
Education Association.
The KAEA is the only organization for art teachers, professors,
coordinators, university students
and other individuals interested in
the quality of art education.
The Executive Council meets
every other month at the Speed
Museum, Louisville.
Individuals interested in joining
or supporting this organization may
call Ms. Warren at 489-2751.

BOB HALEY
BOB PERRIN
PAUL DAILEY
489-2266
753-3509
753-8702
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-SOLD

"ALASKAN FRIEND"
BY

Charles Frace'

North Site Council tonight
The North Site Based Council will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at
North Calloway Elementary School. The agenda will include an update on
design teams and discussion scheduling. All interested persons are invited
and urged to attend, according to Ronnie Walker, North Calloway Principal.

Lynn Pesoat Warren

ances both in San Antonio and on
The chorus is made up of select
volunteers whose careers span the
entire vocational spectrum. They
tour as often as their schedule permits. They have previously performed to critical acclaim in London and New York, as well as
throughout the Southwest.
Dr. Bowen attended Carter
Elementary School in Murray and
is a 1979 graduate of•Trigg County
High School. She is a board certified physician in internal medicine
and is currently in the second year
of a three-year fellowship in oncology at Brook Army Medical Center, San Antonio, Texas.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Shelton Bowen of Cadiz; and
the granddaughter of Mrs. Janie
Bowen and Mrs. Obera Stagner,
both of Cadiz. Mrs. Stagner resided
in Murray until five years ago.

The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visit to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Terrace Lodge a 1:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan. 21.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays
for January.
The devotions were given by the
Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor.
Janie Underwood, coordinator of
activites at Fern Terrace, had a
novelty birthday surprise for Rev.

Norvell for his 40th birthday.
Louise Short is director and
pianist for the singers.
Juanita Lee was a guest singer at
West View Nursing Home and
Cleo Grogan at Fern Terry. Jeremy
Byerly was a guest.
Singers were Suye Campbell,
Bobbie Cook, Nancy Futrell, Faye
Hughes, Laurine McCuiston, Helen
nance and Muriel Wright.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade.

Two births are announced
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Douthitt to give services
Louis Douthin, CPA, will start his free services as an accountant for
senior citizens and disabled persons in filing their income tax papers.
Douthitt will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each Tuesday through Tuesday, April 14. Persons should call the church,
753-3714, for an appointment.

Boating Safety Course planned
A free boating safety course will be tonight and Tuesday, Feb 3 and 4,
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Mississippi Room, third floor of Curris Center, Murray
State University. The course will be offered by the Kentucky Water Patrol
and is free and open to the public. Each one completing the course will
receive a safe boating certificate. The course is co-sponsored by the
Department of Continuing Education at MSU and by the Kentucky Water
Patrol.

Career Seminar Wednesday
Gordon Mack, director of Cultural Diversity for the YMCA of the U.S.A.,
will be the guest speaker for the American Humanics Career Seminar on
Wednesday, Feb. 5. This will be at 4 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of Curris
Center. Murray State University. Mack will speak on leadership and career
issues with the YMCA and the public is invited. For more informaiion call
762-3808.

Diabetes Class Tuesday
A Diabetes Monitoring Class will be Tuesday, Feb. 4, from 9:30 to 10:30
a.m, at the Calloway County Health Center, Olive and North Seventh
Streets, Murray. This is being sponsored by the Purchase District Health
Department's Diabetes Control Program. Anyone who wants learn more
about monitoring diabetes through self-blood glucose monitoring and on a
regular basis is invited. This one-hour class will be designed to help a person get started monitoring on a regular basis or for someone who is monitoring to learn more about it. Each one may bring machine and questions.
Instructors will be Jeanne Jones, M.S., Nutritionist, and Carl W. Barrett,
R.N., B.S.N. of the Diabetes Contiol Program of the Purchase District
Health Department. There is no charge for the class. To register call Calloway County Health Center, 753-3381.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Feb. 5, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh -ins, and no diets.

Used/ coats being collected
The American Humanics program at Murray State University is continuing
to accept used coats for kids for this winter. The coats will be cleaned by
Boone Cleaners and distributed by Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. Persons may deliver the coats to Room 108, Carr Health Building, Murray State
University, or call 762-3808 for pickup.

Art Exhibit at Art Guild
David Clark and Marie Dolchan will exhibit their art works at the Murray
Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, during the month of February. The
guild is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m. Ample parking and handicapped access are
available. For more information call the guild at 753-4059.

Murray TOPS will meet

'At Sigma DepaS
q3Y Womans Club
rtPmeu
tncrei
ntMurroy
RO

A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 5. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

'An Adventure in Healing and Wholeness' will be the 10-hour special
event to be held at Lakeland Parish Center in Marshall County on Friday
and Saturday, March 6 and 7. The tuition fee will be $20 with a registration
deadline of Saturday. Feb. 15. Tom Curry, a certified trainer by the Upper
Room, will conduct the event. For information or registration call
1-354-8639; or send your name, address and telephone number along with
your check to Lakeland Parish Center, Rt. 4, Box 37, Benton, Ky. 42025,

Saturday, February 8, 1992
at Pagfiafs 9Zcstaurant
10 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

301 N. 12th • University Square • 759-1019

Canasta play Wednesday

Special program at Lakeland

MENU.
Sausage Strata
lroccdi Chase Stma
Ifashirown Cauerote
Fnut Salad
,(oney lunePortut Nola
FresizA Toast

Charm 6 & Under Free

GALLERY,
MasterCard, Visa accepted

Madison Courtney Crooks
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C.
Crooks, Rt. 4, Box 95, Mayfield,
are the parents of a daughter,
Madison Courtney Crooks, born on
Sunday, Jan. 26, at 11:27 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 10
ounces and measured 191/2 inches.

Adults -

The
•

Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Sylva
Atkins and Mrs. Nova Williams,
both of Murray.

SIGMA SWEED-(EART
CHARM BRUNCH

"Alaskan Friend" available at:

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. "Do You Know
Yourself' will be the theme of the program to be presented by Camilla Brandon. This is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults. The purpose of the group is to provide support and positive social interaction for
singles of all ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224,
Sharon/1-527-9748,- OT Rebekah/1-247-5765.

The Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 1:30 p.m. at the church. All
members and interested women are invited to attend, a circle member said.

Carly Jo Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Mathis of
P.O. Box 675, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Carly Jo
Mathis, born on Tuesday, Jan. 28,
at 6:24 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby
weighed five pounds 11 ounces.
The mother is the former Jo Ann
Williams. Their other children are
Wesley, 10, and Lucas, S. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Williams of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wayne Mathis of Benton.

The frozen tundra and icy coast of northern Alaska and
neighboring lands are a foreboding but fitting home for the
adventuresome Arctic fox.
Frace's portrayal transcends the beauty of the animal and
touches upon the very nature of its unique experience in thl,,
private corner of the world.
Charles Frace s art revels an intriguing world of naturo:
beauty that is full of fascinating discoveries.

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Cordelia Erwin Circle to meet

Dr. Karen Bowen, former resident of Murray and Cadiz. had the
privilege of performing at Camegia
Hall, New York City, on Sunday,
Jan. 12.
Bowen, as a member of the San
Antonio Symphony Mastersingers,
received this special invitation to
perform from Catherine Comet,
music director of the resident symphony or chestra of Carnegie Hall.
The group performed Gabrial
Faure's Requiem with the American Symphony Orchestra.
The orchestra appears frequently
on national television, both on
Public Broadcasting Service and
the Arts and Entertainment networks. It is the resident orchestra
for Carnegie Hall.
The San Antonio Symphony
Mastersingers are widely acclaimed
as one of the finest choruses in the
nation today. They are regularly
hailed with enthusiastic applause
and praise in concert and appear-

RIP

The Jackson Purchase Doll Club has changed its meeting to Louie's
Steak House on North 12th Street, Murray. The club will meet Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 12 noon. Grace James will present the program on "Half
Dolls." All members and interested persons are invited to attend, according to Aggie Lee Paschall, public relations chairman.

Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Feb. 5, at
9:30 a.m. For reservations and cancellations call Eva Morris, 753-8584.

Bozven gives performance

RP

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Bridge play on Wednesday

Singers present programs
PROPERTIES, LTD.

JO'S DATEBOOK
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TOPS SKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club. Inc., will meet Tuesday. Feb 3, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit
weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.
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Lamb-McNamara vows solemnized
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Hello
Stranger!

SERVICE NEWS

&watching for answers to all

Miss Vicki Pat Lamb and Dr.
Michael J. McNamara were married Saturday, Nov. 16, at Christ
"Community Church Chapel, Franklin, Tenn.
The Rev. G.T. Moody of Murray
officiated at the ceremony at 4 p.m.
Hugh Smalley of Nashville presented a special reading of I Corinthians 13 during the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb of Hazel.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Jerome J. McNamara of Vineland, N.J.
The church chapel was decorated
in white pedestals with ferns and
flowers consisting of white roses,
white lilies, fresh greens and candles. Each stained glass window in
the historic chapel was adorned
with fresh greens and candles.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father.
She wore a white and ivory silk
organza gown. Beaded Alencon
lace scalloped the sweetheart neckline and cap sleeves. Pearls
encrusted the bodice and the waistline which emphasized the sheer
layers of pointed organza. The silk
"handkerchief" points fashioned a
graceful peplum. The sheath gown
was delicately dotted with petite
pearls and Alencon lace trimmed
the hemline and the detachable
train.
An open crown of white Alencon
beaded lace adorned her head. Silk
flowers accented the back and
caught her long ivory illusion
veiling edged in pearls.
She carried a cascade bouquet of
white roses, white lilies, stephanotis and ivy.
Mrs. Hugh Smalley of Nashville,
Tenn., was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. John Taylor
of Nashville and Mrs. Peter Tortora
of Norwalk, Conn.
The attendants wore ivory shantung suits. The portrait collars were
draped to accent the necklinces.
Pearl beaded buttons enhanced the
double breasted jackets with slim
skirts.
They carried bouquets of stargazer lilies.
Jerome J. McNamara Jr., Boca
Raton, Ha., brother of the groom,
was best man.
Groomsmen were Frank McNamara, Birmingham, Ala., brother of
the groom, and Brad Procton, High
Point, N.C.
The mother of the bride wore a
navy silk suit with pleated skirt and
a tapestry jacket adorned with
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those who/what/where questions
Persian Gulf on Feb. 4, 1991.
about your new city?
He has been in the U.S. Navy for
As WELCOME WAGON Rep12 years and will now be stationed
resentative, it's my job to help you
at Kings Bay, Ga.
get over the hurdles of being a
His wife, Darlene Pittman, and
newcomer.
their four children, James, Billy,
By bringing you some useul
Yvonne and Terry, have been
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
residing at New Concord while he
neighborhood. And more. Call
was overseas. James is a student at
Calloway Middle and the other
three children are students at East
Calloway Elementary School.
MM1-E6 Pittrnan is the son of
Jon Kelly Farless received his
Hostess Kathryn 04atancl 7S13079
Bachelor of Administration degree Clifford and Mary Pittman and the
of
Hostas* Ingabcorg King 4928.348
on Sunday, Jan. 19, at the Univer- brother of Deborah Pittman, all
sity of Baltimore, Baltimore, Md. New Concord.
He is the son of Dr. Robert E.
Farless and the grandson of Mrs.
Weddings • Anniversaries • Birthdays
Marelle Farless, both of Murray.

MM1-E6 WILLIAM PITTMAN of the United States Navy is
returning to Murray today (Monday) after serving for the past year
in the Persian Gulf area.
Pittman has been serving on the
LaSalle flagship. He left for the

Jon Kelly Farless
receives his, degree

Special Occasions • Social Gatherings
Cakes • Caterings • Candle Rental
Reception Planning

SNAPatt
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

111111111181116‘

1-800-432-9346
ARM RESOURCES
REM-VOCE CASVIET FOR

Call VICKY CUMIN at

Geurin Cakes & Things
Rt. 6 Box 330-Murray

436-2199

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
A Special Health Service For Men
Mrs. Michael J. McNamara
icing and was topped with a nose
gay of white and champagne roses.
The groom's cake of dark chocolate mint and double chocolate
icing was surrounded by ivy.
Miss Dana Nichols of Franklin,
Tenn., attended the guest register.
The couple spent their honeymoon in the Caribbean. They are
presently residing at their home in
the Oak Hill area of Nashville.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
An engagement party given by
Betsy and Hugh Smalley at their
farm near Nashville;
A coffee given in Murray by Sue
Wells, Grace James, Burlene Brewer, Mary C. Lamb, Louise Lamb,
Madelyn Lamb, Dorothy McNabb,
Laura Parker, Mary Lou Swann,
Polly Seal and Charlie Underwood;
A bridal shower given in Nashville by Christine Taylor and Nancy McNulty.

lavender pearls. The groom's
mother wore a black and cream
crepe de chine suit. Their corsages
were of mixed blossoms of lavender and deep rose.
A reception followed the ceremony at the Union S.,ation Hotel,
Nashville.
Music was provided by the Ron
Shuff Revue and was highlighted
by the couple's first dance to
"Unforgettable" and the "Tennessee Waltz," played when the bride
danced with her father.
The bride also sang and dedicated "Could I Have This Dance"
to the groom.
An hors d'oeuvre buffet was
served. The food table was
accented by a tall flowing arrangement of mixed spring flowers. The
tables were adorned with stargazer
lilies and pink roses.
The wedding cake was a three
tiered white cake with candlelight

Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in mon
A second leading cause of cancer death in men.
A symptoms are usually present in early stages.
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early

CALL TOLL FREE FOR

APPOINTMENT
Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky:

This is a quick, painless and free blood test.

1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

SCREENING CONDUCTED BY APPOINTMENT DURING FEBRUARY.
SPONSORED

BY:

A Urology Associates-H.S. Jackson, Jr., M.D.
A Dianon Laboratories

300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
Call: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, Feb. 3
Murray High School Lady Tigers
play basketball game at Paducah
Tilghman.
Murray High School Boys Tigers
host baksetball game with Ballard
Memorial.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/until 3 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club
house.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Murray High School Class of
1982/reunion meeting/6
p.m./Pagliars. Info/435-4303 or
436-5217.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.; UMW Executive
meeting/9 a.m.; UMW General
meeting/10 a.m.; Trustees at
Pagliai's/12 noon.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Fancy
Farm/9:11:30 a.m. and
Dublin/12:30-2:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Knights of Columbus
building/7 p.m.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

First Christian Church events
include Youth Activities Advisory
Council/7 p.m.
Assertiveness Training Group/4
p.m./Room 201, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Info/762-6851 or 762-3016.
SitT,le Parents/12:30 p.m./Room
201, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. Info/762-6851 or
762-3016.
Murray High School Tiger
Basketball Teams host Reidland/6
p.m.

10 YES - You wil lose up to 5 lbs. per week
Lit YES - We we medically supervised by doc
0 YES -You can lose up to a lull dress size in
a NO -Packed food.
10 NO - Exercise.
12 NO - Pills or shots.
10 NO - Crazy, ridiculous starvation plan
Call today for $
fies consultation.

753-1044

Weight Loss Clinic
Suite 3, 204 S. 5th St, Murray

Comedian will perform fee/7:30
p m /Curris Center Stables, Murray
State University.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
AA and A-Ion open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway
Mayfield

Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.

A Discussion Of The Controversy
with Dr. Bert Thompson

Feb. 7 & 8

247-8537
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

I

Seminar Schedule
"The Creation/Evolution Controversy
of the 1990's...(The Case Against Evolution)"
"The Creation/Evolution Controversy
Saturday (Feb. 8) 1 p.m
Scientific Case for Creation)"
1990's...(The
of the
"Questions You've Had On Creation & Evolution"
3:00 p.m.
You are cordially invited to attend sessions dealing ot8ectively with these and other importantissues. The speaker is
IX. Bert Thompson. Dr. Thompson holds the B.S. degree in biology from Abilene Christian Univ.(1971)as wellas the
M.S. (1972) and Pti.D. (1975) degrees in food microbiology from Texas A&M Univ. All sessions are FREE; no
collections of any kind will be made. In addition, handout materials dealing with each issue will be made Free to
everyone present. Mostsessions are followed by an open *Question and Answer'session For more information, call
527-0191, or 527-1271.
Sponsored by area Churches of Christ
Friday (Feb. 7) 7 p.m

10 Mlnute 011 Change

First Baptist Church events
include general WMU meeting and
Mothers Day Out/9:30 Lm. and
Praise/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
Groups will meet as follows: Dorothy Group/11 a.m. with Edna
McKinney; Bea Walker Group/7
p.m. with Nettie Bennett.

TAOUBE
Peas

thyl -Fri II 6 p rr Sat ft p

16th at Chestnut

'Five Points

(502) 759-1529
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SPORTS
UK serves
as Shaq's
Cat snack

Racers regain OVC top spot
with 84-83 win over MTSU
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

When he was an assistant at Arkansas, the state of Tennessee paid
huge dividends for Scott Edgar
from a recruiting standpoint. As
head coach of the Racers, Tennessee is paying off in the form of
road wins.
Behind five free throws and a
sterling defensive play from guard
Maurice Cannon, Murray State won
its third straight road game in the
Volunteer State Saturday night, an
84-83 decision over Middle
Tennessee.
More importantly, the OVC's
best road team reestablished itself
as the best team in OVC.
"That was the best 40 minutes
we've played this season," Edgar
said just after his team went 6-2 in
the OVC to take sole-possession of
the lead. "We came in and beat a
good team that has won six of
seven lately."
Middle, which dropped to 5-3 in
the conference and 11-7 overall,
had won seven straight at home
before the Racers upended them in
front of 7,200 Blue Raider faithful.
"1 have more confidence in this
team on the road than I do at Racer
Arena," the Racer coach said after
his team moved to 8-11 overall.
"Maybe we get a little too relaxed
in Race: Arena.
"The term in the '90s is (focus),"
he continued. "And maybe we have
more of it on the road."
Saturday's game was an oldfashioned shootout, as each team
ripped the nets at a 55.9-percent
clip. However, it was two defen-
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with three-tenths of a second
remaining to cut the final score to
84-83.
"Those were two big defensive
plays," said Edgar, who ran off the
Hale Arena floor waving to the
(approximately) 275 Racer fans at
the game's conclusion. "It was
coming to the point where the team
with the ball last was going to
win."
"That was a great defensive
play," junior guard Frank Allen
said of Cannon's defensive gem.
"Mo did a great job."
Allen. who has averaged 20
points in his last five games.
poured in 24 on Saturday.
The Memphis native scored all
14 of his second half points in a
seven and a half minute stretch that
helped the Racers stay close.
Middle, getting eight points from
senior forward Quincy Vance in
the same period, hit seven straight
shots in that stretch.
"He's been tested on the road
and he played like an OVC veteran
tonight," Edgar said of Allen, who
hit one of his four three-pointers'
with 4:34 left to bring Murray
within 78-75. "We like to go to
Popeye, but we're comfortable with
ball in Frank's hands."
"When it gets down to crunch
time, I have to start playing my
game," said Allen, yho grabbed
eight rebounds and passed out four
assists in all 40 minutes. "Somebody has to pick up the slack
because we can't rely on Popeye
all the time."
Jones, who has carried the team

sive plays by the Racers that ultimately turned the game in their
favor after being down by as many
as six with five minutes to play.
The biggest defensive play of the
game was turned in by Cannon
with 25 seconds left after the 6-3
junior just hit two free throws to
give MSU an 81-80 lead.
Middle's leading scorer, Robert
Taylor, had a wide-open 15-footer
right of the foul line. Just as he
released the ball. Cannon flew in
from his left and blocked the ball,
chased it down and was fouled.
Cannon hit one free throw to put
MSU up by two, 82-80, with :19
seconds remaining. On the next
trip, Popeye Jones stepped to the
defensive forefront
Middle's Kelvin Hammonds
drove into the lane through heavy
traffic looking to tie the game.
When he came to a stop, Jones
reached in and tied him up to force
a held ball with the possession
arrow pointing , in Murray's
direction.
Cannon, who was 5-of-6 from
the line in the last 1:11, hit two
more to seal the win. Taylor, managed to hit a long three-pointer (Cont'd on page 9)

Murray State's Popeye Jones looks for a cutter to the basket in the
Racers' win over Middle Tennessee Saturday night. Jones had 16
points for the Racers.

Bruins race past UL

Lady.Racers out of
focus in MTSU loss
rn.,dway through the second half,
Murray fought back to within two,
Murray Ladgar & Times Sports Editor
75-77, on a free throw by freshman
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. — Rechelle Cadwell with five minutes
The good news from Saturday's left to play.
Turnovers not only prevented the
game was that the Lady Racers
Racers from completing the
Lady
only broke down in two areas. The
bad news is, those were two areas comeback, it put them in the dreadthat Kelly Breazeale's team ful position after matching Middle
couldn't afford any break downs. point-for-point.
Trailing 46-47 three minutes into
"We came in and did two things
we couldn't do on the road — foul the second half, Murray committed
and turn the ball over," the Lady two turnovers and Middle capitalRacer coach said after the 88-80 ized to take a 52-46 lead. After
Julie Pinson hit a 14-footer from
loss at Middle Tennessee.
Middle Tennessee went to the the baseline to stop the short run.
free throw line 32 times in the sec- Murray again turned the ball over
ond half and connected on 21 to two straight times and Middle
keep the hot-shooting Lady Racers made them pay.
In a four-minute stretch, Middle
from sweeping the season's series.
Murray, now 10-10 and 4-4 in out-scored Murray 12-4 to stake a
the 0/C, shot 52 percent from the 59-48 advantage.
Pinson. the OVC's assist leader,
field, including 70 percent from
averaging 6.2 per game. scored a
three-point range (7-10).
"We shot well from the floor, we career-high 28 points. She was
just didn't get enough shots." Brea- 9-for-13 from the field in 40
minutes of inspired play.
zeale explained.
"I've felt real conifident shootShe was referring to the Lady
Racers' 29 costly turnovers. "It all ing the ball the last couple of
goes back to staying focused on the games," a dejected Pinson said
afterwards.
road.Middle was led by sophomore
, Middle only shot 37 percent
from the field, but had 15 more Priscilla Robinson. Averaging 20.4
shots than the Lady Racers. In points per game, the OVC's leadaddition, Middle was 30-of-44 ing scorer lit it up for 34 points on
from the free throw line compared Saturday with 12 coming from the
free throw line. She scored 14
to Murray's 11-of-17.
Trailing by as many as 11 points (Cons'd on page 9)

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
UCLA's Don MacLean knew the
best way to stop any talk about losing would be to start winning
again.
MacLean scored 25 points and
the No. 2 Bruins shot a blistering
79 percent from the field in the
second half en route to a 78-64 victory over No. 24 Louisville
Sunday.
UCLA won its first 14 games
this season before losing 86-82 to
archrival Southern California on
Wednesday night.
"I definitely didn't want to lose
two in a row," said MacLean. "I
didn't want you guys (media)
bringing up last year (loss to Penn
State in first round of NCAA
tourney).
"I never thought this game was
like the SC game when we were
down 22," he added.

By STEVE PARKER

Senior guard Julie Pinson drives to the hole past MTSU's Sherry
Tucker in the Lath Racers' loss Saturday night. Pinson scored a
career-high 28 points in the ()VC game.

year," said coach Eddie Sutton, 'Missouri had been holding oppowhose team is 4-0 in the confer- nents to 39 percent, best in the
ence, tied with Kansas for the lead. league.
"1 thought experience was the
He also said it was Oklahoma
State's best overall performance of difference between the two teams
today," said coach Norm Stewart,
the season.
whose team dropped to 14-3 and
"I would think so, against a
quality club like Missouri. when 2-2. "They have four seniors and
you look at the percentage we shot they played like four seniors. We
and the fact we were able to hold could not come uf with any breaks.
It seemed everything bounced their
them to 61 points and well below
way.'
their field goal percentage."
Williams scored 13 in the first
Corey Williams scored 22 points
and Byron Houston had 19 for the
half when the Cowboys opened as
Cowboys, who shot 63 percent. much as a I6-point lead. Houston.

You Can Be A Member
For Only $28/month
Conte by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club
University wire • 759-9999

McLean had five points during a
key 10-2 first-half run. He hit two
free throws with 4:22 left in the
half that pulled UCLA (15-1) within 27-24 after the Bruins had trailed by as many as nine points.
Dwayne Morton's driving layup
gave Louisville (12-6) a five-point
lead, but UCLA's Tyus Edney hit a
3-pointer, Mitchell Butler made a
layup off a turnover and MacLean
sank a 3-pointer one second before
the buzzer for a 32-29 advantage.
"I think it took the wind out of
their sails more than it helped us,"
MacLean said of his 3-point
basket. "We knew if we played
hard we'd be OK."
"They beat us down the floor
and got some easy baskets," said
Morton. "We weren't patient and
that hurt us toward the end of the
game when we were trying to play
catch up."

Irvin leads NFC in
21-15 win over AFC

Defensive-minded Cowboys halt Missouri
STILLWATER, Okla. (AP) —
No. 3 Oklahoma State was able to
slow down Anthony Peeler on Sunday and bring Missouri's offense to
a halt in the process.
Peeler scored 18 points, but hit
Just five of 14 shots, and the Cowboys held No. 8 Missouri to 38
percent shooting in an 84-61
victory.
Oklahoma State is 20-0, the best
start in Big Eight history, after
winning its 27th straight at home.
"Our defense was as good this
afternoon as we've played all

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Kentucky lived by the 3-point shot
all season, but died with it on
Sunday.
Louisiana State beat 14th-ranked
Kentucky 74-53 Sunday, hitting
3-point shots to build a lead that
forced Kentucky to quit packing it
back on Shaquille O'Neal and
thereby opening up LSU's inside
game.
"The first half, I had at least two
guys on me, but Justin (Anderson)
and Mike (Hansen) and Clarence
(Ceasar) were hitting well from
outside," O'Neal said.
"We got a 10-point lead, and
they had to play us straight up."
O'Neal finished with 20 points,
20 rebounds and six blocked shots
for LSU (13-4 and 6-1 in the
Southeastern Conference.)
Jamal Mashbum led Kentucky
(15-5 and 5-3) with 20 points and
11 rebounds.
Fifteen of Kentucky's first 17
points came on 3-point shots, but
LSU hit seven 3-pointers during
that stretch, and it was 27-17 with
4:38 to go in the first half. It was
34-23 at intermission.
Kentucky hit only eight of 44
from the 3-point line for the game.
LSU hit seven of 13, but didn't
even attempt one from long range
after the first two minutes of the
second half.
"For some reason, we don't
shoot well here," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino. "We've never
shot well in this building.
"We got wide open 3's all night.
(Cont'd on page 9)

who had eight points and three
fouls at halftime, scored four
baskets in the first five minutes of
the second half to help Oklahoma
State maintain a comfortable lead.
Sutton instructed his team to
give help if Peeler was able to
drive. When Peeler posted up, the
Cowboys swarmed with as many as
four players.
"They collapsed on mc well.
When I drove, they made it hard,"
Peeler said. "They're a big club
and 1 couldn't see over them when
I got down low."
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale

at WhItnill
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

HONOLULU (AP) — With less than a full week of practice and the
emphasis on sun and fun for the players, the Pro Bowl doesn't figure to
be a game marked by intensity and efficiency.
But the NFL's all-star game has its moments, as evident in Sunday's
21-15 victory by the NFC over the AFC.
"It was a good football game that they'll know is played for real," said
Detroit's Wayne Fontes, coach of the winning NFC squad.
"It was played by two outstanding teams and it was a good football
game. I told the players earlier this week that I was lucky to be here with
them. I told them that it was a game played for the pride of the conference. ... It's a great game played by great players."
Despite the short week of work together, there were some fine performances on both sides.
Michael Irvin of the Dallas Cowboys caught eight passes, tying Steve
Largetts Pro Bowl record, for 125 yards and was voted the game's MVP.
Washington's Mark Rypien, the MVP of last week's 37-24 Super Bowl
victory by the Redskins over Buffalo, threw for two NFC touchdowns: 13
yards to Irvin and 35 yards to Washington teammate Gary Clark. Rypien
completed 11 of 18 for 165 yards while playing less than half of the Pro
Bowl.
Jerry Rice of San Francisco had seven receptions for 77 yards, including an 11-yard touchdown pass from Atlanta's Chris Miller with 4:04
remaining to bring the NFC back from a 15-14 deficit.
For the AFC, San Diego's Marion Butts rushed for 63 yards on 12 carries and Tim Brown of the Los Angeles Raiders caught five passes for 74
yards.
And the competition was heated enough that a few pushing-and(Cont'd on page 9)

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray
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Actions & Reactions
RACER

FOOTBALL

Ten Murray State football 'players were honored with awards during the
annual awards banquet held Saturday night at the Curris Center. MSU
quarterback Tremain Lewis was selected as the squad's Most Valuable
Player while fullback David Cox was chosen as offensive MVP and linebacker Robert Sillimon was named the defensive MVP.
Also receiving awards were center Steve Broughton (Academic Award),
linebacker Martin Diehl (Tackling Points), defensive end Craig Hobson
(Don't Quit Award), split end Rick Miller (Morgan Sisk Award), Chad Mott
(Special Teams MVP) and tailback Waynee McGowan (Rookie of the
Year). Hobson, Miller, Sillimon and defensive back Pete Hoston also captured the Captain's Award.

GOLF
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) — Mark O'Meara made a 15-foot par putt
to defeat Jeff Sluman on the first hole of a sudden-playoff in the Pebble
Beach National Pro-Am on Sunday. O'Meara, who earned $198,000 for
his record fourth title in the event and third in four years, closed with a
2-under-par 70 on the 6,799-yard Pebble Beach Golf Links for a 13-under
275 total. Sluman, who finished with a 68, missed a 12-foot putt to extend
the playoff. He earned $118,800.

FOOTBALL
David Krieg, Seattle's starting quarterback for the past 8'/a seasons,
was left unprotected Saturday when NFL teams submitted their Plan B
lists of 37 protected players. Philadelphia quarterback Jim McMahon also
was not protected, as was Chicago linebacker Mike Singletary. Singletary,
33, the Bears' defensive captain since 1983 and twice the AP's Defensive
Player of the Year, has said he intends to play his final season with the
Bears in 1992.
For the second straight year, running back Roger Craig went unprotected. The 32-year-old Craig, who left the San Francisco 49ers a year
ago when he wasn't protected, was left unprotected by the Los Angeles
Raiders. Washington didn't protect center Jeff Bostic, tackle Joe Jacoby
and tight end Don Warren — all of whom started in the Super Bowl — and
linebacker Matt Millen, but the Redskins said they expected the four to
return next season. Players not protected have until April 1 to sign with
other clubs.

Austin Peay wins in OT
over SEMO; EKU,Tech win
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Rick Yudt shot a 3-pointer and
Greg Franklin hit all four free
throw attempts to help Austin Peay
pull out a 92-86 overtime victory
over Southeast Missouri State
Saturday.
Southeast Missouri's Curtis
Shelton, who scored 17 of his 25
points in the second half, hit a
3-pointer with 14 seconds left to
send the game into overtime tied
79-79.

E. Kentucky 77
Tenn.-Martin 62
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — Jamie
Ross scored 14 points and Arlando
Johnson had 13, including four of
six 3-pointers, as Eastern Kentucky
beat Tennessee-Martin 77-62
Saturday night.
Dwayne Crittendon added 13
points for Eastern, and Mike Smith
had 10.
Richard Woods scored 16 points
for Tennessee-Martin, Brad Misner
Austin Peay (8-12, 3-4) had had 12, Tim Britt 11 and Brice
blown a 10-point second half lead, Bloodworth 10.
but the Governors outshot the
Tennessee Tech 92
Indians (8-12, 3-5) in the overtime
Tennessee St. 72
period. Yudt's 3-pointer with 3:38
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
left gave the Governors an 84-81 Charles
Edmondson scored a
lead, and Franklin's free throws career-high 27 points to lead
Tenhelped seal the victory.
nessee Tech over Tennessee State
Yudt and Franklin each scored 92-72 in Ohio Valley Conference
20 points for Austin Peay. Geoff play Saturday night.
Herman had 24 points, Reggie
John Best scored 22 for TennesDupree added 14 and Toine Mur- see Tech, Mitch Cupples added 15
phy scored 11.
and Houston finished with 13.
Kevin Howard led Tennessee
Brandon Samuels scored 18
points for Southeast Missouri, and State with 30 points, Michael
Devon Lake added 12. Alex Bea- Moore had 14 and Tim Horton had
10.
son had 10 points.

BASKETBALL
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ending several weeks of speculation, the Los
Angeles Clippers fired coach Mike Schuler on Sunday. Clippers general
manager Elgin Baylor said Schuler will be replaced on an interim basis by
assistant Mack Calvin until a new coach is named during the All-Star
break. Schuler was 21-24 this season and 52-75 overall with the Clippers.

Upcoming Schedule
MONDAY
MURRAY STATE: Racers at Eastern Illinois, 7:30 p.m..
MURRAY HIGH: Tigers host Ballard Memorial, 7:30 p.m.; Lady
Tigers at Paducah Tilghman, 7:30 p.m.
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Murray Middle eighth grade girls at Calloway
Middle, 6 p.m.; Murray Middle eighth grade boys at Calloway
Middle, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY
MURRAY HIGH: Tigers host Reid/and, 7:30 p.m.
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers at Marshall County, 6 p.m.; Lakers at
Marshall County, 7:30 p.m.

Racers regain...
(Cont'd from page 8)
on his back more than his share,
almost missed Saturday's game
because of his back.
"Up until 4 p.m. today, I didn't
think he was going to play," the
Racer coach told the press of
Jones' injury, a pulled hack muscle
injured last week in practice.
Jones scored 16 points and
pulled down nine boards, playing
all 40 minutes. Edgar said he was
afraid if he brought the senior out,
his back would tighten up. Jones
was saddled with his fourth foul at
the 7:56 mark of the second half.
Middle also had a player tighten
up, though it was more from the
Racer defense than an injury.
Cannon and Allen combined to
hold Taylor, the Blue Raiders' top

gunner, averaging 17.8 per game,
to just 10 on the night. —
"We were fortunate," Edgar said.
"I've known Robert Taylor for a
long time and he's a great player."
Murray's Jerry Wilson helped
out Jones in the first half, scoring
eight points on 3-of-4 shooting. He
finished with 10 points, tying his
career high.
The Racers were a miserable 36
percent from the free throw line in
the first half, but turned it around
to 87 in the second. Cannon was
8-of-10 on the night.
Cannon, who scored 13 of his 22
points in the first half, and Allen,
scoring 10, helped lead Murray to a
47-39 halftime lead. They shot 57
percent in the half and held Middle
to 48 percent.

UK serves...
(Cont'd from page 8)
We've never been so wide open the
whole year."
LSU coach Dale Brown said his
defense should receive some of the
credit for Kentucky's poor
shooting.
Kentucky cut it to 44-37 -on a
-point shot by Deron Feldhaus

with 11:50 to go in the second half,
but that was as close as they would
come.
O'Neal made a move around and
over Mashburn, then slammed
home a dunk on a pass from Jamie
Brandon, and it was back out to
51-40.
LSU's lead grew to 68-47 on a
pair of free throws by Ceasar.

Lady Racers•••
(Cont'd from page 8)
points in the Lady Raider drive that
built the lead to 11 in the second
half.
In their 72-69 win over the Lady
Raiders on Jan. 4, the Lady Racers
used a considerable size advantage
inside to contain Robinson. Though
6-4 center Mechelle Shelton and
6-2 Angie Waldon combined for
six blocked shots, they found themselves in foul trouble in the second
half.
"It was a game of adjustments,"
Middle coach Lewis Bivens said of
the win, Middle's 14th. "Both
teams went with their strengths.
Murray did a good job of intimidating with their big people."

With their four-guard set, Murray battled back from the 11-point
deficit with three three-pointers in
a row. Pinson scored nine points in
two minutes to set up Cadwell's
free throw.
In the early going, Murray broke
through Middle's full-court pressure numerous times to find easy
shots inside, which led to their 59
percent shooting.
Murray scored the last five
points of the first half to force a
36-36 tie at the end of the first
half.
The league's top rebounder,
Murray's Fondeolyn Garner, pulled
down a game-high 13 rebounds.
Jennifer Parker added 19 in the
loss.

MURRAY
WHOLESALE TIRE
•White letters •Maxlma • two
•Turbo Plus •Unroyal XTM
•Falls Mastercraft Falls Roadmaster IV
825 So. 4th St. (New Location)

753-9411
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Irvin leads...
(Cont'd from page 8)
shoving skirmishes broke out, even more than in most NFL regular-season
games.
"There's a real rivalry here," Rypien said. "Even though we had fun
during the week, that goes by the wayside on Sunday."
"The game was intense," said running back Gaston Green of the Denver Broncos, a first-time all-star who carried three times for 10 yards.
Said Houston's Warren Moon: "The competitive juices come out on
both sides."
Irvin was pleased to be the game's MVP.
"In college, only the best make the NFL. In the NFL, only the best
make the Pro Bowl," he said. "And this (MVP) is the best of the best. It
was worthy enough for me to call home and tell mom."
Irvin said Fontes kept the players focused on the game during practices,
explaining, "It was a serious work week. We were into the game from the
start. Coach Fontes set the tone early."
Miller, who was 7-of-10 for 85 yards, drove the NFC 85 yards to the
winning score, with a personal foul penalty against Derrick Thomas of
Kansas City on third-and-10 moving the ball to the AFC 12 and enabling
the NFC to go for the touchdown.
The AFC's other scoring came on field goals of 48 and 27 yards by the
Raiders' Jeff Jaeger, and a safety when Raider defensive end Greg Townsend tackled Washington's Earnest Byner in the end zone.
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'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Stale Farm Insurance companies
Home Office, Bloomington, Illinols

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Mieraukee
inlana
Charlotte

TOP 25
How the top 25 barns in The A460081•0 Prise
Sc. basketball poll tared Sunday
1 Dire 07-0) del rid play Nor r No 11 Nord
Carcaria, Wednesday
2 UCLA (15-1) boat No 24 Lanterns 78-64 Nee
vs. Washngion. Thursday
3 %Whom. Slate (20-0) beat No
Missouri
6441 NSst 61 Nebraska. Wednesday
4. Indiana (15-3) did not play Next at Illinois.
Tuteeday
5 Kansas (16-1) did not play Nut n Kansas
State. Monday
6 Connecticut (16-2) did not play her at No 12
Syracuse, Monday
7 Arkansas (17-3) did not play Next al Tennessee, Wednesday.
II Missouri (14-3) lost to No 3 Oklahoma State
64-61 Ner vs, Iowa State, Wednesday
Arizona (15-3) boat Oregon State 86-58 Nee al
Stanford. Thureday
10 Oho State (14-3) boat No 15 McNgan 68-58
Next: vs. Wisconsin, Wednesday
11. North Carolina (15-3) beat No 20 George
Tech 86-76 Nein vs No 1 Duke. Wednesday
12 Syracuse (15-3) did f431 play Next at No 6
Connecticut, Monday
13 Michigan State (14-3i did not play Nor al
Iowa, Thursday
14 Kentucky (15-5) lost to LSU 74-53 Next at
Auburn, Saturday.
15. Michigan (12-5) lost to No 10 Oho State
68-58 Next vs Northwestern, Wednesday
16 Tudne (16-1) did f101 play Next at Wake Forest Monday
17. N.C. Charlotte (15-3) did not play Next at No
24 Louisrle. Thursday,
IC Oklahoma (14-4) did not play Next at Color
ado, Wednesday
19 Teas-El Paso (16-3) did not play Nerd n.
Colorado Stale, Thursday
20 George Tech (15-6) lost to No 11 North Carolina 86-76 1450 51 Clemson. Wednesday
21. UNLV (16-2) did not play Next vs tic Santa
Barbara, Thursday.
22. Alabama (17-4) did not play Next at Texas
UM, Wednesday
23 Florida Stale (14-5) did not play Nor vs
Maryland, Wednesday
24. Louisville (124) bet to No 2 UCLA 78-64
Next vs No 17 N.0 Chalons, Thursday.
25. Southern Cal (14-3) did not play Nee. vs
Washinglon State. Thursday

NBA SCORES
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diesion
W L Pct
GB
Ni. Yon
28 16 636 —
14
27 16 600
Boston
23235006
Prilanotons
22 24 4711 7
Mari
New Jersey
19 26 422 9'A
Washington
15 29 341 13
11 34 .244 17'A
Orlando
Central Division
39 7 648 —
Chicago
TA
Cleveland
10 13 696
Detroit
26 20 565 13
Atlanta
21 22 511 15.4

21 23
111 28
12 33
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Pinson
W L
Utah
30 17
San Antonio
26 18
Houston
24 20
Denver
17 27
Dales
13 31
lAnnesota
7 37
Pacific Division
Portland
31 13
GOICI•fl State
28 13
Phoenix
30 16
LA Lakens
27 17
Sean*
22 24
LA Clippers
21 24
Sacramento
14 31
Saturdays Garrrs
Phledelphe 126, Boron 110
Detroit 89, Atlanta so
Utah 104. Dallas 90
Phoenix 106. Houston 92
LA Clippers 99 Novo -*SI" 68
Sunday's Games
Golden Stale 120, Ni'. York 113
Washngton 114, Orlando 104
Cleveland 106, SAnnescU 95
IlDsraultibe 122, Seattle 106
Chicago 103. LA Laker. 97
Mans 118. Charlotte 100
Indiana 128, Denver 122
Portland 147, Sacramento 107
Monday's Games
Golden Stan at Orlando, 630 pm
Soaroe at Atlanta. 610 p.m.
Denver at lannesota, 7 p.m
Indiana at Houston, 730 pm
Chicago at Utah, 1130 p.m
LA Lents al Phoenix, 1130 pm.
Dallas at Sacramento, 9-30 p.m

477
391
267

17
21
26.4

Pct
638 —
591
74
545 44
386 114
295 154
159 214
705
683
652
614
4713
467
311

—
14
2
4
10
104
1TA

NHL SCORES
WALES CONFERENCE
Parck Division
W L T Pts
NY Rangers
34 17 2 70
Washington
30 17 4 64
Pittsburgh
26 20 5 57
New Jersey
25 17 7 57
NY Islanders
19 24 7 45
Phi lea46l11a
17 24 10 44
Adams ()vision
Montreal
32 18 4 68
Boston
26 19 7 59
Buflalo
20 22 10 50
Hartlord
15 25 8 38
Quebec
12 33 6 30
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Pts
Detroit
28 16 7 63
Chicago
24 20 10 56
St Loms
2222 9 53
kinnesota
21 24 4 46
Toronto
16 30 5 37
Smythe Dirson
Vancouver
29 14
66
WInhpeg
22 22 10 54
Los Angeles
20 20 II 51
Calgary
21 24 7 49
Edmonton
21 26 7 49
San Jon
It 37 4 26

OF
206
219
225
191

GA
1
1
1
I
193 205
151 1761
171
181
185
146
155

12$
173
186
169
212

GF
210
175
182
160
139

GA
170
161
184
174
168

181
166
181
194
196
129

146
162
193
187
206
228

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 733-9627

5010 OFF SALE
WARM-UPS
NIKE ®& REEBOK®NYLON JACKETS
CASUAL SHORTS
TENNIS APPAREL
PRINTED FLEECE
ATHLETIC BAGS
NIKE®& REEBOK®T-SHIRTS
AIR JORDAN8APPAREL
CHILDREN'S APPAREL
WOMEN'S APPAREL
RACQUETBALL RACKETS
LE COQ®& ADIDAS®APPAREL
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL BATS & GLOVES
NBA-NFL PRINTED APPAREL
NIKEe& REEBOK® HATS

20-40% OFF OVER 125 SELECTED STYLES
OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

1203 Chestnut St.

753-8844
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Calloway wins, Murray 2nd in speech tourney
-

place Christian County had 100
points. The win was the 20th regional title for the Laker speech
team and was the regional qualifying tournament for the Kentucky
High Speech League State Tournament held at Western Kentucky
University March 20 and 21.

Murray High has qualified in 32
of the possible 36 slots allowed for
the state tourament as of the regional tournament. Those qualifying
for Murray High are: Peter Johnson
and Shannon Farley, extemporaneous speaking; Dana Hohman,

fer, Michael Haney and Josh
Roberts, impromptu speaking; Laura Luciano, Tina Murphy and
Jaime Pigg, original oratory; Alexia Schcmpp and Paige Patterson,
poetry: Sarah Walker and Michael
Dale, prose: Paige Patterson, Mike
Arnett and Amy Varner, solo acting; and Scott Stcffa, Jared Lassiter
and Caleb Brown, storytelling.

The 30 team entries qualifying
'for the tournament from Calloway
County were: Matt Perry and Caleb
Biown, broadcasting; Melody ParkSarah Walker and Richard Wil-

Janise Greer, original oratory; Ginger Crouch, Eric Niffenegger and
Michael Robinson, prose; Dana
Hohman, petery; Scott Conklin,
Derek Whittaker and Brad McClain, storytelling; Carissa Belcher,
Meredith Julian and David Graves,

Speech Tournament in Cambridge.
Mass. Feb. 14 and 16. The team is
coached by Larry England with
assistant coaches Lori England and
Tracy Ross.

son, dramatic interpretation: Erica
Hulse, Alexia Schempp, Misty
Emstberger, Richard Wilson, Mike
Arnett and Rebecca Tidwell, duo
interpretation; Michael Haney and
Josh Roberts, extemporaneous
speaking; Misty Ernstberger,
Michael Dale and Amy Varner,
humorous interpretation; Bill Shaf-

The Calloway County High
School Speech Team won the Kentucky High School Speech League
Regional Sweepstakes Saturday at
Christian County High School
while Murray High placed second.
Calloway had 124 points and Murray High scored 106 points. Third-

Peter Johnson and Christopher
Fuhrman, impromptu speaking;
Kaylin Haverstock and Lori Cook,
broadcasting; Meredith Julian.
Melissa Mosel° and Mary Friend,
dramatic interpretation; Rob Car,‘
penter, Scott Conklin and Lori
Cook, humorous interpretation;
Ginger Crouch, Catherine Hurt and

The Laker Speech Team is preparing for the Harvard Invitational

Fruit sale

solo acting; Melissa Muscio-Eric
Niffenegger, David Graves-Rusty
Thomas and Rob CarpenterN1ichael Robinson, duo interpretaion; Kelsey Christopher, Alexis
Royalty and Shawn Kettle,
Lincoln -Douglass Debate.
Murray High coach Mark Etherton said he was proud fo the team's
performance at the tournament and
stressed that as four-time defending
champion, N1urray High has a lot
of work ahead at the state
tournament.
Murray High School band members Vicki Rowland, Nick Jones, Misty Clark (standing) and Janie Martin (kneeling) display some of the
sales material for the annual "Tiger Pride" sale of fresh Florida
oranges, California navels and red grapefruit. A new item for sale
and apples. Prothis year will be a variety mix of oranges, grapefruit
with continuc
sale
The
expenses.
travel
ceeds will help offset band
first week of
the
delivered
be
will
fruit
the
and
through Feb. 11
member.
hand
school
high
any
March. Orders ma,, he placed with

Dinner to honor Presidents Club members
Members of the Presidents Club at
Murray State University will be the
guests of President and Mrs. Ronald J.
Kurth for dinner and an evening of
special events on the campus Saturday, Feb. 8.
They will be honored for their
philanthropic support at a reception
and enjoy entertainment and a social
hour. Dress for the "black-and-white
affair" is optional, ranging from tuxedos to other appropriate black-andhite attire.
Established in 1975, the Presidents
Club consists of donors of at least

ol Christ in Murray, will present the
benediction.
Faculty entertainment will include
three vocalists — Kay Bates, Dr.
Randall Black and Kathy Mallett
accompanied by pianist Marie Taylor.
Dot Mason will perform on the harp
during dinner and Scott Ferguson on
the piano at the sod i hour.
Chuck Ward, director of developn:crit, said the Presidents Club has

$1,000 each year for campus projects
and programs. Its 275 members contributed more than $1.2 million in
1991 for the growth and development
of Murray State.
The dinner program will feature
remarks by Kurth, who is the university's eighth president Don W. Kassing, vice president for university
relations and administrative services,
,11 welcome the gathering.
James L. Simmons, pastor of Memorial Baptist Church in Murray, will
give the invocation and John W. Dale,
minister of the Glendale Road Church

WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
Two Whitley County brothers fat,
ally shot each other Saturday.
authorities said.
Alvis Lawson, 52, and Walter P.
Lawson, 52, both of Williamsburg
were killed in the incident, officials
said.
The two apparently got into an
argument because one had the road
blocked, said Trooper John Single-

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

A&A
Auto Rental

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar- Salad
includes Drink
Bar, Dessert Bar

^

This Week's S•ecial

I

Large BBQ
& Fries

•

•41
.

I

,

r
'

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

s2"

Holland Motor Sales
_ East Main St.

Placa Ain t Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

906 Chestnut Si klurrey

r..--1

753- 446 1

ir 1

ce
IRS offers tax assistan
3 - December

1992 is as follows: May
31 Monday and Tuesday 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m.
Taxpayers who visit the local office
can receive answers to their tax
questions and obtain guidance in the
ton of the state police post in Lonpreparation of individual tax returns.
don. Each was shot with a .22-caTax forms and IRS publications are
liber weapon, Singleton said.
also available.
William E. Palzkill, District Director for IRS in Kentucky, said taxpayers who come to the local offices for
assistance with their returns should
bring the tax package received in the
mail, all W-2 forms, interest and
dividend statements, and any other
and then raised three spades to four, information supporting claims for tax
South dealer.
South tried to make up *or lost credits or adjustments to income.
North-South vulnerable.
ground by investigating the possiNORTH
In addition, Palzkill said that taxbility of a grand slam.
+ 1092
payers may want to use the free IRS
✓ K6
Upon learning that North had telephone service to get answers to
the ace of clubs but only one king.
•J 6
their federal tax questions. Taxpayers
South wisely rejected the grand slam
4 A Q .1 974
call the IRS toll-free telephone
and bid six spades. So Hazen found may
EAST
WEST
1-800-829-1040 during regnumber
himself on lead against six spades
—
•J 5 4 3
hours from 8:30 a.m. to
business
ular
his
to
give
lead
only
the
and
made
p7432
Q
V J 1098
Monday through
(ET),
p.m.
5:00
•Q 9854 2 side a chance to defeat the contract
• 10 7
taxpayers may
addition,
In
Friday.
six
of
clubs!
the
+1053
+K6
It is hard to blame declarer for call from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.(ET)
.SOUTH
trying to insure the contract by go- on Saturday until April 11.
•A K Q 8 7 6
ing up with the ace of clubs. He was
V A5
Forms or publications may be obafraid to finesse because the six of tained by calling the IRS toll-free
•A K 3
clubs might have been a singleton,in number 1-800-829-3676. Through
+82
which case a losing finesse would be April 15, the hours are 8:00 a.m.-5:00
The bidding:
followed by a club ruff for down one.
South West North East
Monday through Friday and 9:00
South could not know at trick one p.m.
Pass
24
1*
Pass
a.m.-3:00 p.m. on Saturday.

203 East Main

753-8500 or

753-8800

Famous Hand

Pass
Pass
Pass

4•
5•
6•

Pass
Pass
Pass

The year was 1958. Lee Hazen
and Sidney Lazard were playing a
practice session in preparation for
their forthcoming world championship match against Italy. Hazen was
West and Lazard East when this
hand came up.
Perhaps South should have
opened with a strong two-bid, but he
didn't. However, when North responded to one spade with two clubs
Tomorrow: A

Passenger - Truck - Farm - Industrial Tires
Name Brand Tires at Wholesale Prices!
*BF Goodrich
Multi Mile
*Goodyear
*Michelin
*Grand Am
*Firestone
*Cooper
y
*Wild Countr
*General

If you have a tax question or need
help in the preparation of your tax
return, you may visit the Internal
Revenue Service office at 2765
Wayne Sullivan Drive, Paducah,
Kentucky. The hours of service arc
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, until May 1, 1992.
The post filing season schedule for

Contract Bridge

3+
4 NT
5 NT
6•

ECONOMY TIRE & SERVICE
Murray, KY

lie said anyone who would like
more information may write or call:
Ot lice of Development, Fifth Floor,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502)762-3001.

Brothers fatally shoot one another

11 t BAR-B-U
8
BURGERS

s?,:i
‘
•_ •

three levels of donors whose gifts are
deposited in the Murray State University Foundation for any purpose they
designate.

that Hazen had all four missing
trumps. The danger of a singleton
club far exceeded the possibility of
losing a trump trick.
Declarer got the had news soon
enough. He led a spade to the ace at
trick two, and when East showed
out, it was all over. South lost a
spade and a club and went down one.
Had Hazen made the more normal lead of a heart, South would
have made the slam. After learning
at trick two that he had a trump
loser,declarer.would eventually have
tried a club finesse and would have
scored 12 tricks easy as pie.
tale of two tricks.

We do quality car service and work at reasonable prices.
Brakes - Shocks - Tune-ups - Complete Engine Work
And remember...
Road & Farm Service (After Hours) 753-2818

BIBLE
FORUM

S.

EE
FR
rotation with every

Check our prices for all
your Tire Needs: Auto,
Truck, Farm, Industrial
and Lawn & Garden. We
carry only quality products and WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD BY ANYONE!

* Balance &
set of tires
• Road Hard Warranty on ALL
brands
• Flat repairs & safety
inspection
• Written estimates on all work.

Tuesday, February 4
7-9 p.m.
at the

Coupon expires 2-29-92

S.
S.

S.

* Engine Tune-Up
Complete tune-up including new spark
plugs, points and condensors (if applicable), clean and adjust carburetor, check
electrical system and set engine timing. 4
cyl. - 6 cyl. - 8 cyl.
Reg. Price 849.95

*3500

i

$25.00 Off
Any set of 4 Passenger or
Light Truck Tires in
Stock

I Includes: Firestone, Multi-Mile, Grand
Am, General and Wild Country

Parts & Labor

With Coupon
Coupon Exptres 2-29 92

Coupon Expires 2-29-92
•Most U.S

and ioretgn autos ario

hight trucks

•

"b

Computer Balance &
4-Wheel Tire Rotation

* Shocks And Struts *

Lifetime warranteed heavy duty and gas
charged shocks and McPherson struts for
foreign and domestic cars and light trucks.

Reg. price - $24.00
Save

SAVE 25%
Coupon Expires 2-29-92

with coupon

Bible Answers to Bible Questions
A panel of gospel preachers
will answer questions submitted
by the audience. You are invited
to come and participate in this
period of Bible Study.
For Further Information Call:

$12.00

With Coupon

S.

50%

Curris Center
Barkley Room
Murray State University

753-4935

Coupon Fleptres 2-29 92

I
S.

!•-

SINBAD

Comedian to
perform at
MSU Feb. 10
Sinbad, a professional comedian,
will perform at Murray State University Monday, Feb. 10, at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
Sinbad is well-know-a for his role in
the television comedy "It's A Different World," where he has completed
his fourth season. He began his career
as a comedian in 1983 when he
auditioned on "Star Search" and won.
In January 1991, Sinbad's first
one-hour HBO comedy special titled
"Brain Damaged," broke rating records for HBO.This special was taped
on the campus of Morehouse College
and was one of the reasons Sinbad was
inspired to plan his Share the Dream
tour of historically black colleges.
Sinhad co-starred in the movie
"Necessary Roughness," released by
Paramount in September and appears
in television commercials for Reebok
basketball shoes.
Tickets for Sinbad's Murray State
appearance are $6 for MSU students
and $10 for the general public and
available at the Student Government
Office in the MSU Curris Center,
Sunset Boulevard Music in Murray,
Pickles in Union City, Disc Jockey
Records in Paducah and the Sound
Shop in Clarksville, Tenn.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Barbara Pinson and husband,
Pat Watkins, 77, of 213 South
David, Alexandria, Va.; two grand13th Si, Murray, died Sunday at
children, Karen Re, Springfield,
9:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Va., and Amy Kinsey, Nashville,
Hospital.
County
Tenn.; two great-grandchildren,
He had retired as service manaDavid Re and Justin Kinsey; two
ger for Parker Ford -LincolnMercury Inc., Murray. He was of sisters, Ms. Elizabeth Watkins and
Ms. Edna Watkins, and two
Methodist faith and a member of
brothers, Kenzie Watkins and wife,
the Masonic order.
Mary Jo, and William W. Watkins
He was married June 10, 1933,
wife, Sue, all of Benton.
and
to Annis Watkins, who died May
will be Wednesday at 2
Services
12, 1987.
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockBorn March 24, 1914, in MarColeman Funeral Home. Burial
shall County, he was the son of the
will follow in Murray City
late William Henry Watkins and
Cemetery.
Etta Filbeck Watkins. Two
Friends may call at the funeral
brothers, Paul J. Watkins and Wilhome after 4 p.m. Tuesday where
lard Watkins, also preceded him in
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m.
death.
Tuesday.
daughter,
one
Survivors include

Mrs. Ruth Harden
Mrs. Ruth Harden, 64, Rt. 5,
Murray, died Sunday at 5:39 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 17, 1927, in Rector,
Ark., she was the daughter of the
late Henry McKinley Cullum and
Lucinda Jane Carmichael Cullum.
Survivors include her husband,
Hurshel Harden, to whom she was
married on Aug. 31, 1962; one
daughter, Mrs. Janet Lenfant,
Smyrna, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs.
Ethel Johnson and Mrs. Rosalee

Cullum, Poplar Bluff, Mo., and
Mrs. Edna Rausch, Chapman, Kan.;
two brothers, Calvin Cullum, Bernie, Mo., and Durwyn Cullum, Los
Angeles, Calif.; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will officiate.
Burial will follow in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 7 p.m. today
(Monday).

Rex Dowdy
Services for Rex Dowdy were
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at Ledbetter
Baptist Church, where he was a
member. The Rev. Troy Dewecse
and the Rev. Paul Bogard officiated. Tommy Hoke led congregational singing with Mrs. Polly
McGinnis as pianist.
Pallbearers were Tracy Rudolph,
Jerry Stone, Donald Dowdy, Buddy
Vance, Mark Cohoon and Mike
Turner.
Burial was in the church cemetery with arrangements by Blalock-

Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Dowdy, 76, of 411 South
11th St., Murray, died Friday at
8:28 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ameda Turner Dowdy, to whom he
was married on Jan. 22, 1938; one
daughter, Mrs. Pat York, and one
grandson, David York, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Erie Ellis, Murray, and Mrs. Irene Garrison, Phoenix, Ariz.; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Willie Mae (Billie) Smith
Final rites for Mrs. Willie Mae
(Billie) Smith were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. John Dale officiated and Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were sons and grandsons. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Smith, 80, of 1625 College
Farm Rd., Murray, died Friday at
4:15 a.m. at her home. She was the

0

widow of Woodrow Smith.
Survivors include three sons,
Eugene Osburn and wife, Frances,
Columbia, S.C., Bill Osburn and
wife, Ann, Murray, and Neal
Osburn and wife, Rosemary, Las
Vegas, Nev.; one sister, Mrs. Ruth
Creech, Chattanooga, Tenn.; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Faye Jewell and
husband, Howard, Rt. 8, Murray;
six grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Douglas Eugene Collins
Final rites for Douglas Eugene
Collins were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, the Rev. James Hale
and the Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Collins, 58, Rt. 1, Hardin,
died Friday at 2:55 a.m. at Western

Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Collins; one daughter,
Mrs. Debbie Gardner and husband,
Greg, Hardin; one son, Kenneth
Collins, Benton; three sisters, Mrs.
Dorothy Norwood, Paducah, Mrs.
Betty Wyatt, Benton, and Mrs.
Margaret Floyd, Depue, Ill.; three
grandchildren.

Paul Lindy Paschall
The funeral for Paul Lindy Paschall is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Mike Littrell and
the Rev. Royce Dukes are officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is organist.
Pallbearers are Buddy Windsor,
Billy Joe Parker, Lowell Key, Willis Sanders, Keith Knight and Dana
Pearson.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Cemetery.

Mr. Paschall, 46, died Friday at
2 a.m. at his home on Rt. 7,
Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Shirley Carson Paschall; his
mother, Mrs. Nola Orr Paschall, Rt.
7, Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Melissa Ann Sanders and husband,
Mike, Rt. 1, Murray; one son,
Michael Paschall, Murray; one
grandson, Jaryd Austin Sanders.

Neale B. Mason, 72, of 1211
Mimosa Lane, Murray, died Sunday at 9 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
An Air Force veteran of World
War 11, he was a graduate of Yale
University with a Bachelor of Music. He received his Master of Arts
degree from Columbia University.
He had retired as a professor in
the Music Department of Murray
State University in 1982 where he
had served since 1949. He was a
member of the Congregational
Church of Keene, N.H.
Prof. Mason was the founder and
conductor of the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra, was principal cellist of the Jackson, Tenn., Symphony Orchester, and Paducah
Symphony Orchesta for many
years. He was the author of the
widely used college text on Counter Point.
Born Sept. 30, 1919, in Keene,
N.H., he was the son of the late
Floyd Mason and Eleanor Kingsbury Mason.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dorothy W. Mason, to whom he was
married on Jan. 1, 1952; one
daughter, Mrs. Katherine Mason
Stanley and husband, William,
Boulder, Colo.; one son, Robert F.
Mason and wife, Sarah, Atlanta,
Ga.; one grandchild, Christopher
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James M. Williams, 69, of 1103
Circarama Dr., Murray, died Saturday at 9:45 a.m. at his home. He
was a member of the Church of
Christ.
An Army veteran of World War
11, he had retired as head of the
Security Department of Chrysler
Motors, Detroit, Mich. He was a
member of Murray Shrine Club,
Scottish Rite, Paul Revere Lodge
No. 538 Free and Accepted Masons
of Si Clair, Mich., and of Moslem
Temple of Detroit.
Born Sept. 5, 1923, at Cuba,
Ky., he was the son of the late
Jewel Williams and Sarah Pea Williams Carraway.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Rebecca Canter Williams, to whom
he was married on Nov. 4, 1977;
one daughter, Mrs. Robin Stansell
and husband, Jerry, Abilene, Texas; two sons, Jerry D. Williams and
wife, Debbie, Charlotte, N.C., and
Johnny Ray Williams and wife,
Joan, Cleveland, Tenn.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Karen L. Hanks and
husband, Don, Jacksonville Beach,
Fla.; four grandchildren, Jimmy
and Johnny Williams and Clay and
Katie Stansell; five stepgrandchildren, Stacy and Stephanie Burn and
Johnny, Matthew and Nathan
Hanks.

Neale Mason, Atlanta.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. David
Roos will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 5 to 8
p.m. Tuesday at the funeral home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Murray State University, Music Department, Scholarship for Strings.

The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. James
Shockley will officiate. Singers
will be from University Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers will be T.P. Farris,
Frank Wells, Leroy Todd, Charlie
Hodge, George Poole and Hicks
Wells. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
Masonic rites will be at 7:30 p.m.
tonight at the funeral home.

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman

NOTICE
VIE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Funeral Home, Inc.

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

713 South Fourth St.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Bert
Parks, the tuxedo-clad emcee who
for a quarter-century serenaded the
newly crowned Miss America with
the song "There She Is" during
her tearful walk down the runway,
has died. He was 77.
Parks, who died Sunday at
Scripps Memorial Hospital in La
Jolla after being diagnosed with
lung disease, was a singer and
announcer, a game-show host on
radio and television, a song-anddance man on Broadway and a
guest star on TV.
But it was as the crooner at Miss
America pageants beginning in
1956 that he became known to
millions.
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NEALE B. MASON

Miss America
emcee Parks
dead at 77
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THE BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN
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Neale B. Mason
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Classified

'

DEADLINES

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
10 am.
Saturday
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
3 p.m.
Wednesday
Friday Edition
Thursday :3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
ANN()UNCENIENI S
For Sat., Or Trade
130
Legal Notice
010
Want To Buy
140
Notice
020
Articles For Sale
150
Personals
025
Appliances
155
Card of Thanks
030
Home Furnishings
160
In Memory
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Cleaners
Vacuum
170
1.'11)1,(.11lN11:\ I
Sewing Machines
180
Help Wanted
060
Sports Equipment
200
90
Situation Wanted
Firewood
210
1u
. Business Opportunity
- Msical
220
Instruction
110
T.V."& Radio
260
Pets & Supplies
380
MISCE1.IANE01 s
F.:tat:MFRS MARKE 1
Equipment
Public Sale
Farm
410
190
For Trade
Livestock & Supplies
540
370
Free Column
Poultry & Supplies
560
39U
Produce
Wanted
570
•11.10
Nt:scellaneous
..... Feed & Seed
240
550
...

753-1916

PFC Bank, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
.... For Rent or Lease
360
Sales
. Mobile Homes For Sale
...... For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

270
367)
420
430

440
450
460

Insurance
Exterminating
Services
....
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120

230 .
250
290 .
530

510

Notice

VCR Service

CANCER
INSURANCE

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service -

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
,
8 1 1
4 7 4
1 800-649-3804

40.00

45.00 50.00

16.00

24.09 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00
----

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 106.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

tee 10Cal

SUNGLASSES

Ray Ban's, $4995 Serengeti's,
$59 95 Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745

,
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Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

WANTED

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if You do
riot have your GED Of high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E.0 E This
proiect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call J.T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m-11 30a m

Couples married
on Valentine's
Day for a newspaper story. Call
Candy Mathers
at the Ledger &
Times 753-1916.

POSITIONS Open Waitress and cook with experience Cock must have re
sume Call for appointment.
Kat-Man-Doo,
901-247-5701, ask for
Terry or James

060
Help
Wanted

OwnstOrector Liz Rogers

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
IDoors open•6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 omit to Johnny Robertson Road
south to So HO* Rood tight on So liale Road

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Murray
1530461 P0 Boa 1033

their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Valentine's Day!

fr414

POSTAL JOBS Your
area/S23,700 per year plus
benefits. Postal carriers, sorters, clerks. For an app4cation
and exam informatickt, call
1-219-736-9807, ext. P-3482.
gam-Wpm, 7 da),

Mirrray Ledger & Times
753-1916

Classified Advertising Dept.

Apply In person at:

SERVALL TERMITE COMPANY

Fordetails contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
f(Wall i44.4

MURRAY
CAIIJOYAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

FREE

16 days-2 days tree, 9 days-) days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Pay based on experience
and ability Good working
conditions and growth op
portunibes Contact Mid
South Cutter Grinding New
Camden Hwy. P0 Box
12, Pans, TN 38242

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

GROWING and expanding
company is seeking professional individual for outside
sales Person must be able
bo meet people well and be
self-motivated Apply in
person at Office Concepts,
204 West Washington,
Pans, TN No phone calls
please

SAVE!

Call

916
34
75
to place your ad.

•
•

r

age.

Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

EMPLOYMENT opportunities are now available for
individuals with Disability or
Special Education High
School Graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone who is interested in this
program may call 759-1965
for an appointment,
Monday- Friday, 8arn - 3pm

'

Aturruv-Cullowu,s County Hosprtat a leader in
prowling qua/sly healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
STAFF PHARMACIST
Full-lime position available for new graduate or
experienced professional Applicants must possess or be eligible for a Kentucky license to
practice Pharmacy
Also seeking STAFF PHYSICAL THERAPIST
and PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Competitive salary and excellent benefits pack-

- February Only -

AVON Reps Needed $20
kits, free jewelry, door-todoor unnecessary Excellent commission Assistant
Mgr, 1-800-866-2243

•

Hwy. 121 North
Murray, Ky.

Classified Ad
Sale!

Paris, TN 38242
901-642-9172
MACHINIST-Toolmakers

Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.

Additional Opening for ambitious
person with a growing business as
serviceman. Salary plus commission.

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

1 SALESPERSON One of
the best sales positions in
Calloway County Must
have good sales experience and record Must
have late model car Travel
Calloway County only. Interested in someone who
has good work habits System is set-up to produce
results, should earn
$50,000 in first year Company is located in Calloway
County and has been here
for 36 years Call 753-2654
for appointment

EXPERIENCED Tool arid
Cutler Grinders Pay based
on experience and ability
Good working conditions in
a secure and growing company Contact Mid-South
Cutter Grinding, New Camden Hwy. P0 Box 12,

Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names & love lines, along with a s amped,
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more than
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.

POSITION AVAILABLE

JOBS in Kuwait, tax tree
Construction workers,
$75,000 Engineering,
$200,000 Oil held workers,
Call
$ 1 0 , 00 0
1.800-279-8555, ext 1027

6411K,011'

Yes, 'Yes Yes, It is that time of

gr

please

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

DESIGNER Handbags at
non-designers prices Bonus gift with each bag Hair
Art. Dixieland Center
753-6745

8.00

Si 50 extra for shopper (Toes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )
$2 00 extra for blind box ads

EXPERIENCED Spreader
Truck Driver Apply at Hutson Ag Service, Hardin
437-4102

-r

35.00

15.00

2, per word $500 minimum 1st day
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day

EXCELLENT income for
easy mail processing horn
home Up to $24 per No
exp Write PASEP 187E,
161 S Lincolnway, N Aurora, IL 60542

Irf

25.00 30.00

10.00

ID"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

tion call

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
With

20.00

5.00

GROWING and expanding
company is seeking additional service help Needs
to have copy machine repair experience Apply in
person at Office Concepts,
204 West Washington,
Paris No phone calls

No age limit to apply if
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree intorrna

LoVing Staff
For Enrollment Information Call 502-759-2595
404 So. 12th St.
Saturday Hours: From 8:00 ttl 1100 p.m.

DRY dean your carpets
Rent tie fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System Call
so resume a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Core
ter 701 S 4th 75.3-0839

8"

2"

020

Nodat

11e 10%e

....Motorcycles
Auto Services
.Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
...Used Trucks
Campers
!1,,ats & Motors

470
480 .
485 .
490 .

Providing
Quality Child Care"
Educational Program
With Experienced

A fisherman,
A funny guy,
Now he's 40,
My oh my!
Happy Birthday
Kennie Ray

7"

3" 1 4"

1"

TRANSPORTATION

021

\II

1

V'

5" , G'

2

For Nighttime Working
Parents & Students

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
.All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
Ill 50 per column inch estra for Tuesday

Days
Rental

Hours: 6:00 am til SMALL WORLD ACADEMY
12:00 Midnight Mon.-Fri.

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an
excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It
pays the $652 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayrnent
amount. This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% of the $100 Part-B deductible. Part-B
benefits are paid in or out of the hospital.
The 1992 rate is $58.75 per month.
For more information call:

, EfTective Jan 2. 1991 ,

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

1-0 1
.
Soda

NOTICE OF PROPOSED BANK MERGER
Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Murray,
Murray,Kentucky, has made application to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington, D.C.
20429, for its written consent to merge with PFC Bank,
Inc., Murray, Kentucky. It is contemplated that all of
the offices ofthe abov1Aamed banks will continue to be
operated after the-Serter.
This notice is published pursuant to Section 18(c)of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file his/her comments in writing with the Regional
Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
at its Regional Office, 5100 Poplar Avenue, Suite 1900,
Memphis, Tennessee 38137. If any person desires to
protest the granting of this application,such person has
a right to do so if the protest is filed with the Regional
Director by March 4, 1992. The nonconfidential portions
of the application are on file in the Regional Office as
part of the public file maintained by the Corporation.
This file is available for public inspection during regular
business hours.
Bank of Murray
February 3, 1992
Murray, Kentucky

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

020

010

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

TO PLACE AN AD CALI.

•"O.-110.-

............eireinesell0111111111111111111010Mweee.-411/
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help
Wanted

Went
To Buy

NURSES Aide Full bme
Ilpm 7am shift Prefer
CMA but will train Pleasant
atmosphere Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr , Murray EOE

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 759 41336 or
436-5322

WENDY'S is now hiring for
part-time grill cook, day
shift Apply in person See
Oscar, 2pm-4pm, Monday
Wednesday, Thursday

USED and antique furni
ture, glass, tools, quilts
901-642-6290

TRACTOR with 3 point
hitch Also, 12hp or larger
garden tractor 759 4132

USED Pallets, 40-x48436-5430

090
150

Situation
Wanted
COLLEGE student wil
clean your house/run er
rands, reasonable rates
Please call 759 4671 after
lpm
WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379
WILL babysit, day-time Experienced 759 4490
WILL babysa newborns
and infants in my home
References 753-2607
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016

Articles
For Sale
14HP Case riding mower.
12t1 tilt trailer, like new
753-8908
1989 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Britannica. New -still in
boxes. 762-2327.
2 LOTS in Memorial Gardens $300/both OBO
753-3079

Artkise
For S.

ASHLEY fireplace insert.
$200. 753-8838.
BABY Items 2 swings,
stroller, front pack, infant
seat Excellent condition
753-0584 or 753-1451
IN home tanning bed,$475
753-2816

14n
Want
To Buy

KERO Sun heater, used
few hours, still in the box.
Sears air purifier, $20.
489-2266 after 5pm.

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PAN(;.
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each.
527-2932
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols, shotguns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S Hwy 641, Murray.
753-1342

MRS Wyant's delicious
homemade sourdough
bread. To order, phone
437-4467 or 753-7262.
SCHRADER wood stove
753-6127 after 4 30pm

PROPANE tank, size
125-250 898-8915

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

AUCTION
Saturday, February 8, 1992
10 a.m. • Rain or Shine
At the home of Hontas Hutson, 715
Poplar St., Murray, K

Homes
For Sae

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

Services
Meted

2 OR 3 Bedruorn house
Newly redecorated Located close to University
Low $30s
8642

TO'tIOTAS COST LESS
1.1URRAI

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
donna.

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759-1110

Mobile
Horne. For Sale

14x70 SPRING Arbor 2br.
TRAILER, heavy steel
2 bath, utility room 2x6"
frame 7x12 wood bed with
walls arid well insulated
rails and lights Heavy axle
Partially furnished Must
and new 13- car tires Ask
see to appreciate
mg. $650 or trade for table
437-4748
saw or other wood shop
tools 753-0611
1971 ATLANTIC 12x60,
1 bath Needs some
2br,
TRANE 4-Ton Heat Pump
$2000 OBO 195
work
Single unit, 3'A years old,
Rivena Ct
$500 firm 753-1143
1984 CLAYTON 1460,
WATER heaters, electric,
2a, 1 bath 437-4851
eleall double heating
ments 5 year guarantee on CUMMINGS Meter Poles
glass lined tank. Round Specializing in mobile
models, 30, 40 or 50 gal- home electric services 200
lons Your choice, $139 99
amp. $375 100 amp $325
Wallen Hardware, Down- 435-4027
town, Paris
REPOSSESSED 14x65,
All American, just like new
Bank's loss, your gain
Homo
$500 down, less than
Furttishkus
$200/mo. Ph. 527-1427
LARGE brown velve
SOUTHERN Livin' 16x80,
couch, makes bed
3br, 2 baths, only $16,900
759-9322
with $500 cash rebate,

2BR brick. One mile past
Graves Co line on Hwy
121 Stove and refrigerator
Deposit and references re
quired No pets $275/rno
489-2440

3-4 BEDROOMS, 24
baths, brick, 3 acres.
2BR small house Washer, Coldwater Farmington Didryer, stove and refrigera- ning room, plenty of closets
tor included, oartally furn- and cabinets Double gar
ished A/C, gas heat age 753-2223
$350/mo Located at 521 S
38R, 2 bath, living room,
13th 753-3018
dining room, oak cabinets,
2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff ceiling fans, beautifully de.
Shores, quiet wooded sur- corated, 1750 sq ft. 24x24
roundings, central H/A, ap- detached garage 3 miles
pliances, carport Coleman East of Murray $53,000
RE, 753-9898
753-0954
3BR brick in Murray
Fenced backyard, central
H/A, carport. Available February 1. Shown by appointment, 435-4186

WELL maintained 3br
home, 1 acre lot w
outbuilding and garden
spot Approx 5 miles on
121 South $29,500
753'5494 after 5pm

Real Estate: Four bedroom frame home, 1
bath, gas heat, window air, setting on nice
lot 92x150. The interior is sheet rock with
carpet and vinyl floors, there has been some
re-wiring with breaker type panel box,
glassed in rear porch, also front porch. This
is a great location, many of the nearby
houses have been recently renovated.
Terms: 10% down day of sale cash balance
with passing of deed within 30 days.
Note: Call for a pre-auction viewing. 2472734 or 674-5659.
Personal Property

Odd couch, recliner, odd chairs, tier table, 4
piece large poster bedroom suite, odd chest
of drawers, hospital bed, wheelchair, dining
table & 3 chairs, Magic Chef electric range,
Westing frost free refrigerator, Maytag
automatic washer, GE dryer, metal utility
cabinet, a few odd and end dishes, trinkets,
what knots.
Hontas Hutson, Owner
Sale conducted jointly by: Waldrop
Auction Co.326 South 7th St., Mayfield,
Ky. Phone 247-2734 and

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction
!Ames, Ky. 671-5659, 6744851 ,...
\Licensed in Ky. & Tenn.

mol

4
Franklin .1. likilki.r.an. 07.1-3M111
...a
.
1
Anctiont,r 41, Kral Fsiati• Broker 1
Ilak• Ilerrr4n.1174-3034
Flenlicr %
Aierikinver A Heel
Fred !tir.lrr. 2170712
tam Esterry.1411-31102
1M it,
,
ApitW
Atertinneer
1:rvg Willkyr.ron. 571 51/0)
Appertaire
Eawilly Owned - Eamily Oriented

Our SERVICE darsiet rout it PAM

••••111

CARS
lc*/ lani_____$431
111,71/
Mari
Fad To.rus_VX1
_AV
Dodp
Paix find RI! lf.11,11
Top Carl —PDX
Cadi D1_2,11
Tap CrEsii 1141481
le Tara CIA DI_ PIT
11) Toro Cari DI— 0,487
19 Pad Tens
2,931
Earn Cita 51.__.11,931
16 Ws Ceia N
V fad
V Fad listal____S4X11
Vora kali SR 5...15$1
lora Cac4 LE-34031
16 Nvi Catdry.....32,131
16 Torn
16 Top Caall_____$2,411

1988 HONDA Prelude
Dark blue, sun-roof Excellent condition $8000
436-2081

920 NORTH 18th St 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, carport,
w/d hook-up All kitchen
appliances furnished
Motorcycles
NAVY couch and chair. must see to believe. Gate- $395/mo. Call 753-1266
way Mobile Homes, Ph. between 8 00am-5 00pm, 1988 YAMAHA Blaster
$90. 753-9561
527-1427
ask for Paulette.
New front tees All alumiSAVE money at Paschall's
Floor Covering vinyl sale. USED double wide, been NEAR Hospital 3br, 1 bath, num wheels $900
Call 498-8964, 7. mile from completely remodeled, central gas heat, $350/mo 753 8445 after 5pm
asking $9995 Make otter, Deposit required No pets
Hazel, KY.
must be sold at some price. 753-9567.
450
Ph 527-1427
Auto
SMALL 2br house in KirkTHELMA'S
Services
489-2377
sey
area
280
BARGAIN BIN
ALL auto repair and sandWA,
Furniture,
blasting.759-4836 days.
Used
Clean
150
Homes For Rent
436 5322 evenings.
For Rent
Appliances & Misc.
2BR, fully furnished, waterOr Lease
Items. Nintendo Games
EXPERT service on all facront, available immedi$10-$20, 12 E31.W TVs
years proately Call John Downs at 3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur- tory stereos. 18
$20-$25, 26' Stereo TV
ray for sale or lease fessional service and inM T.G. 753-4000
stallation on car and home
w/Rernote $275, Wash753-3293
LARGE 12x70 w/extension
stereos. Why settle for less
ing Machines $110on 'A acre lot, 2br, central
Bear's Audio, formerly
$140, Dryers $904110,
370
H/A, $225 plus deposit.
World of Sound. 753-1107,
487
84AEgP
freezers, bedroom suite,
Livestock
Hwy 68 and Johnathan
753-5865.
& Supplies
Jewelry, Furniture, ColCreek. 362-7429.
leclbles. Too much to
NEW bug shields for pickHUDSON Company Sad
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
and vans, foreign and
ups
Ii. Come in and
dies, Bridles & Horse sup
electric or gas. Walking disand smoke
browse_ We buy and
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823 domestic, clear
tance to college. 753-5209.
tint. $19.50/ea. Key Auto
set.
753-6763
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500
1109 Pogue Ave.
300
from
(Around the corner
380
Business
90
Toyota of Murray)
Pets
Rentals
Used
759-9940
& SuPPar
Cars
20x30' COMMERCIAL
puppies
AKC
Ronweiler
2
North
641
space on US
1971 MERCEDES 280 SE
ten
male and female
near Shoney's Call John
$2900 753-4389 or
753-7077
Fens
Downs at M T G ,
753-5960
Equicormi
753-4000
AKC registered female Mi- 1972 DODGE Slant 6
20FT neckover trailer, ex- COMMERCIAL property, niature Poodle Shots up to 4-door, good transportacellent condition. 14ft 917 Coldwater Rd. For- date, house broken and
tion, restorable 753-0587
M&W bush-hog, excellent merly Juanita's Florist. De- loves kids. 753-6127 after
4:30pm.
condition. 492-8659.
1976 OLDS 88 Clean, deposit and references rependable, $850 759-1922
lease
and
Terms
quired
MASSEY Ferguson #37,
AKITA puppies, AKC, family raised, $300. 1977 CORVETTE. Good
side delivery hay rake. negotiable 753-6069_
$450. 492-8774
condition, $7900. 753-4389
FOR rent for storage on 502-642-2539
your lot, semi-truck trailers DAISY Grooming. Satur- or 753-5960
:1 Vff.
210
753-4509
day, by appointment. 1980 CHEVETTE, runs
$300 0 BO
753-7819
good
Firewood
1900 sq.tt. of storage
759 2547 after 5pm
safe
obedient,
an
HAVE
shop.
space or work
FIREWOOD, green or sea
1984 MERCURY Grand
dog for show or home
Electricity, gas heat,
soned 753-5476
Classes or private lessons. Marquis LS. Grey, real
restrooms and loadServing Murray for over nice. $2350. 753-8590.
FIREWOOD for sale We
ing ramp.
12yrs 436-2858
cut all yew long $20 you
Call Allison Photography
1985 Z-28, Sharp car
4I4_487
753-8809
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary
1 male, Good condition, all power,
RS
ROTTWEILE
Lawrence, 489-2030,
$400 1 female, $300 $3800. 753-6063 after
489-2497
4:30pm
753-5978
120
FIREWOOD, $30/rick.
1986 FORD Tempo, ac,
Apartments
354-6973.
410
ps/pb, new tires, 72xxx
For Rant
Pubtic
miles, newly rebuilt trans
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
apts
SaIs
$2290 753-6746
and Hickory. Cut to order. 1 AND 2 Bedroom
pets.
no
furnished,
Water
474-8086, daytime.
FARRIS Auction Company. 1986 LINCOLN Town Car
Deposit required. 753-8848
753-9808 after 530pm.
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer, Good condition. Can be
before 8pm
P 0. Box 149, Hazel, KY. seen at Murray BP Station,
A FIREWOOD for sale
Aubrey Hatcher
1 OR 2br apts near down- (502) 492-8796/8795. We S. 12th 753-7947.
437-4667.
Bill Calvert Greg Bradshaw
appraise and sell it all.
town Murray 753-4109
Tom Thurman
1987 FORD Taurus GL
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
Chns Bearden, Bus 1.1gr,
duplex,
deluxe
bath
2
2BR,
g30
68,000
clean,
V-6, air, very
$30. 436-5598
Chad Cochran Gen 1.1.3,
garage, gas heat, apReal
miles. $4000. 753-9761.
OAK, no bark. $20 picked- pliances, Michelle Dr ColeEstate
1988 CHEVY Cavalier.
up. $25 delivered Murray. man RE, 753-9898
Property. 4-door, ps/pb, a/c, $4000
Business
GREAT
436-5560.
2 SMALL bedroom. 2 3 office spaces and recep- 753-9644.
blocks from campus, ap- tion area Lots of storage
pliances, washer/dryer, space on almost 1 acre. 1989 ESCORT 2-door, red,
Phone
515 S. 12th
pets. JUST RpUCED. MLS arn/frn cassette, excellent
Wanted - (Inv wit' $220/mo. No
753-4961
Murray. KY
489-2741.
#3525. Call Kopperud Re- condition. 753-6840
38R, 2 bath duplex located alty, 753-1222_
north side of town. Call KOPPERUD REALTY ofJohn Downs at M.T.G., fers a complete range of
753-4000.
Real Estate services with a
quality
BRICK 2br duplex Just re- wide selection of
623 N. 4th St.. Murray
753-5305 das
decorated, central gas homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
heat/air 759-1087
753-752S niuhts.
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
Specializing in front wheel drive.
EXTRA nice, almost new, 711L.
220
2br, 2 bath duplex 1404-A
overdrive, automatic & standard
Valleywood Dr Appliances RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
transmissions.
Paul
Dailey,
Kiska'
furnished, gas heat, garage Bob Perrin,
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
1
$475/mo.,
We Service What We Sell
opener.
with
PIANO tuning and repair
year lease required. No 1 -502-753-SOLD.
759-9661
* FREE ESTIMATES *
pets_ 753-2905

Torii Cali.____$2,337
Ti To!, Coll ___237

TRUCKS

Che010 L
Fad Itrp______11#31
Fad hiscostz
2#31
Top 414_____31141
4gai
Prod Ci, Vapp.$10,43/
NI EL 291....031
Tcy,

V
V Ny. Vance, LE.-- NV
V Fld but I 44 __SW
11 ford kitostv

1990 RED Escort 2-door,
automatic with air Very
good shape See at Piggly
Wiggly front parking lot
$4750 Call 753-2097
anytime
1990 TOYOTA Corolla
4-door, grey, p/s/pb, air, extra sharp 753-5216

•

APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

1991 CHEVY Beretta, 9000
miles, V-6, loaded NOVOr
wrecked or panted Only
$9995 435-4579

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives.
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

Vans

CHAIR caning Shemwell's
Antiques 492-8308

1976 FORD Van, dependable, several new parts,
$1200 1959 F-100, 80%
restored original $1600
Days 7am-2pm 489-2663

CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

1979 15-Passenger Ford
Van Memorial Baptist
Church, 906 Main, Murray
753-3182

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

CHEVY,8 cyl , Conversion
Van Low miles, excellent
condition, loaded with extras Heavy duty hitch
436-2858
500
Used
Trucks
1986 F-150 FORD pick up,
6 cyl $4500 489-2852 or
489-2121
1986 GMC SIERRA
4-door, dual wheels, aluminum running boards,
fiberglass cap. 5th wheel
set-up, dual tanks, 454
automatic transmission,
rust proof, 53,000 miles,
loaded Excellent condition $9500 firm 436-5230.

DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years experience Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, reroofs, and tear -offs
1986 MAZDA Loaded, Guaranteed work
gold, customized low rider. 502-753-7941
Sharp $5800. 328-8032.
1987 SUZUKI Samaun, GENERAL Repair plumb4-wheel drive, 4x4 ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642_
753-6065
1988 CHEVY 4x4, 'A ton
$7500 435-4214
520
Boats
& Motors
14' ALUM! Craft Semi-V
boat, 20hp Johnson Motorcraft trolling motor 1985
157,' Hydra Sport bass
boat, 1986 90hp Mercury,
new trolling motor.
492-8206

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references. 489-2267.
GIOTTERING By Sears.
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paintcarpentry,
1963 35HP Evinrude $50. ing, wallpaper,
floor covering. No job too
436-2207
small. 436-2052
1986 PROCRAFT, 150hp
will do plumbPro-V Yamaha, boat HANDYMAN
ing, electric and carpentry.
loaded 436-2207
Reasonable rates
1989 GLASTRON 17'5, 753-0596
130hp. Excellent condition, HAULING, yard work, tree
garage kept. 753-6331 af- removal, mowing Free ester 5pm
timates 759-1683
1989 LIMITED Edition INSULATION Blown In By
Lazar bass boat 19', 150 Sears TVA approved.
Mariner Mag II motor, Save on those high heating
graphs and flasher, John- and cooling bills Call Sears
son 1224 trolling motor 753-2310 for free estimate.
Best offer 753-9810 after
KITCHEN CABINET RE5pm
COVERY existing doors &
1991 17 ALUMACRAFT, frames with woodgrain for40hp Mercury cal elected mica, all colors. Free estimotor with tilt and trim. mates Wulff's Recovery
Custom Dixie Drawn trailer Murray 436-5560.
Motaguide trolling motor, 2
depth finders, one in-dash LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
sonar depth finder, one For all your carpet and upX-20 Lowrance 1 owner. holstery cleaning, call
Excellent condition $7800. 753-5827 Free estimates
DUPONT CERTIFIED for
753-6176 after 6pm
Stainmaster
BASS boat, front and rear
fishing seats, 2 line wells, 2 GALLIMORE Electric.
trolling motors (1 foot, 1 Licenced for commercial
hand controlled) 65hp and residential Free estiJohnson, runs like new. Ex- mates No jobs too bog or
tra nice and too many fea- too small 759-1835
tures to advertise, will de
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
Building. Farm
$1800 LITWILLER
monstrate
and residential set-up for
502-753-4775
large projects Our busiWAYNE Darnell Marine ness is built on quality
Complete, boat and motor, 382-2214.
repair and service All work
NEED your gutters cleaned
guaranteed. Fiberglass
repaired'? Call 753-0834
or
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, specialist Buy, sell or
trade Used boats, motors PAINTING interior and exconcrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
and trailers Salvage parts. terior. Quality work Over
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
1 mile from Murray on Hwy 20 years experience. Ralph
94E 753-0079.
Worley 436-5625
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.

16 Fad Brno ET 44.17,937
15 Taioa Egati 412_1037
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Real Estate & Personal Property

g30

A901

151)

270

150

140

McKnight
& Sons
Sawmill

Mathis Transmission
Service

•

753-6374

ASO

24a
Illscellermous
COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments arid hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Censer) and Treasure House
(South:Ode Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive Call
753-1266 between
8 00am-5 00pm, ask for
Paulette.
NICE lbr apartment, some
utilities paid Close to university and hospital
753-4012 or 753-8756

Homes
For Sale
2BR, 1 bath 3 miles North
of Murray on Coles Campground Road 753-5484
2BR,2 bath brick on 1 acre
Large 2 car workshop
Penny Road $37,000
437-4505 or 437-4910

NICE brick 2br duplex, 3
miles east $225/mo plus BRAND New Unbelievable
deposit. 753-1513 after quality in this 3br, 24 bath
4pm
home located on 5 wooded
acres. Everything you
TAKING applications for
could want in a new home.
section 8 rent subsidized
MLS *3625 Call Kopperud
bed3
&
2
1,
apartments.
Realty, 753-1222.
Apts.
Hilldale
rooms. Apply
Hardin, Ky. or call BY owner Charming older
502-437-4113 EHO.
2 or 3br home on corner lot
New central gas heat/
TWO la furnished apart- electric air Large rooms,
clean,
but
ments Small
hardwood floors, lots of
dose to campus $155/mo closets and built-ins Large
and $175/mo 753-7276
den. can serve as 3rd bedr000m $49,500 753-5461
I (1
after 5pm
&miens
Houma
NEW on market 4br, forSwims
Far Rod
mal dining room, livinPRIVATE Investigator
groom. eat-in kitchen, fam0 B A Confidential Investi- 28R, 1 bath, fenced back- ily room, double garage,
gations, Southside Shop- yard, 2 car garage deck, fresh interior 1715
ping Center, Suite #102, $325/mo South 16th St Plainview, $96,500
753-3855
Murray, 753-2641.
759-4697

/ Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1400-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

APPLIANCE REPAI
Service on all brands, window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*Al( Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.

PLEASE, need any work to
support family of 4. Will
work hard for minimum
wage Have carpenter and
Al TREE Service Stump
paint tools, small truck. Will
removal and spraying Free
move or cover furniture as
estimates 753-0906 after necessary. 20yrs. experi5pm 759-9816, 753-0495
ence w/excellent referAAA Additions Decks, ences No handouts, just
vinyl siding, carpentry opportunity to work, any
work, house and floor level- work, No job too small
ing, drive-ways 40+ years 492-8869, ask for Pat or
experience Free esti- wife
mates Call collect PLUMBING Repairs We
901-247-5173
work on mobile homes
510

Services
Offered

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

24-hour emergency, sameday service 489-2525
PLUMBING repairman wits
same day service Call
436-5255
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CLASSIFIEDS

We need you.
American Heart CZ
Association NT

530

Services
Mend
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
REFINISHING. stripping.
custom woodworking
753-8056

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

ROGER Hudson rock haul
rig, gravel sand dirt, drive753-4545.
way rock
53-6763

THERMALINE Replace,
merit Windows Custombuilt. easy ,dean Senior citizens Onscounts 759 4433
after 3prn

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation. pumping, sewers, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN. 759-1515

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35. at brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12 1 5
Mon Fn . 753-0530

SEW:NG machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceili-;s Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

Commercial
and
Residential

Poison Control

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588

THE Gutter Co Seamless
alurrsoum gutters variety
of colors LECOnced
sure(' Estimate available
759-4690

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, con
crete Free esbmates Call
474-2307

Gentry Painting Co.

Rt. 8, Boa 1075
Murra), KY 42071

'N.

4

Ky 42011

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

OVERHEAD DOORS & MORE

Septic Tanks. Sewers & Hauling44
('all 1 c An)tinaii

759-4685

Free
Cokien
FREE mixed Lab puppies
13wks , have been weaned
436-5456

WILL do plumbing installa
bonandrepars All guaranteed 753-4355 753-1134

YOUNG female Black Lab
5 months
Approx
436-5675

PDQ

Sales, Service & Installation

Residential 8 Commercial
Steel 8 Wood Doors
Free Estimates

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

560

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Au. Goon
soa 177A.

Phone
(502)769-1835

Jet

cre& Rescue Squad

Calloway Ccu

Residential Painting
intorlor - Exterior

YARD landscaping w20
yews experience No lobe
too big or too small
436-5430

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Da, Cr n:ght.
753-5484

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

And Save For A Handy Reference)

TENNESSEE River Insula
Don Decrease your utility
bits with adequate mule
Don Al types of insulation
old and new homes Free
estimates, 901 642 9174

REPAIR and refinishing all
types of furniture and all
kinds of material and supplies for chairs Chair canning 492-8714

•

Dial-A-Service

T C Dinh Repair and Main
lananoe Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1 2100 21 2 Man
Street 753-6111 office
7530606 after 5pro

901-644-9559

Paris, Tn.

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, givage. decks, pori. hes,
Horne mainteii,ui“.
work, chain link I

489-2303
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances 8 Misc. hems

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Dependable, Guaranteed Service
Thornasilim Bretton In Kentucky: 753-7318

1109 Pogue Avenue

(Around

the

corner from Toyota of Murray)

We Buy & Sell • 759-9940

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
1.40•A 0
V
cr0
4‘
C04,
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All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by 8 see our showroom
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Man convicted of murder is free on bond
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Ronald Dean Crowe, whose 1987
murder conviction has been overturned. is free on bond.
David Circuit Judge Joseph
McKinley Jr. set bond Friday for
Crowe at $25,000 during a brief

Thieves
steal man's
car twice
in one day
CINCINNATI (AP) — Call him
Mr. Lucky. Police said the same
men stole a Fort Thomas, Ky..
man's car twice in the same day,
but he got it back both times.
Bill Seibert had to hitch a ride
home with a friend when thieves
initially took his 1991 Mercury
Sable from a downtown street on
Jan. 24.
Police who recovered the car
said a window was broken and a
radar detector and a cellular phone
were taken.
Police arrested Robert Wayne
Holloway, 22, and Jerry Ensley,
18, in connection with the thefts.
Officials said the men were
released from the Hamilton County
jail because of overcrowding.
Seibert had the car's window
repaired, then went to dinner
downtown. Restaurant personnel
told him the car had been stolen
again.
Hblloway and Ensley also were
in connection with the seccharged
...
Each man faces two
theft.
ond
counts of receiving stolen property,
said officer Tom McAlpin.
Seibert said he thinks the thieves
discovered an extra set of keys he
keeps in the glove compartment
and used them to break into the car
the second time.
Sheriffs deputies found the car
the next day in the eastern part of
the county. This time, $1,300 in
tapes, a console, leather gloves and
tools were missing, Seiben said.
Seibert had a burglar alarm and
new locks installed in the car last
week.
"When you have a car stolen,
you get depressed real quick —
especially if you have a nice car,"
he said.

Read the
want ads daily

but somewhat tense hearing.
Crowe was convicted of the murder of Glenn Ray Miller and had
been serving a life sentence in state
prison. He is to live in Texas with
his father until a new trial is
scheduled.
Crowe contends he shot Miller in
self-defense Aug. 19, 1986, in a
meeting place of the Barbarossa
motorcycle club.
Relatives of Miller and Crowe
attended the hearing. After the
bond was set, Miller's family
expressed bitterness outside the
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Cumpsiny

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. A vg.....__._ -2A6
DJIA Previous Cksse......_322339
79 - 14
Air Products
561/1B 57A
A.T.C. Class A
A T & T_._._.--._._-.. 37V. - 1/s
Bank a Murray'..--200B 240A
Bell South ._.-.--.-.__.-.491/4 emir
Briggs & Strattos___. 491/3 • 3/4
I43/1 vac
Chry stet
Dean Foods.—.-.--... 281h me
«
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Ford Motor
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General Electric
General Motors -._.___ 325/s + I/4
Goodrich _._....--._.__._ 425/s - 54
Goodyear
• Vs
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• '4
Ingersoll Rand
K- MarL.--....-.---.__._ 4834 • 1/.
K C FAsergy._.__._.___ 245/. nor
Kroger
McDonalds -._.__._.__._431ts • 1ts
- 3/s
Peoples First••._._. 2334B 2434A
Quaker Oats...__._.__._651/1 • Vs
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courtroom
"I don't feel like the guy should
ever be back in society," said Vernon Miller, a brother.
Crowe's father declined to comment, but his lawyer, Zack
Womack of Henderson, said his
client was happy. "He feels he
now has the opportunity to have a

vial and put on a good defense."
There was no defense in Crowe's
trial, leading the state Court of
Appeals to rule last summers that
Crowe's attorney at the time,
David Lamar, had provided ineffective counsel. The state Supreme
Court recently refusal to review
the state Court of Appeals ruling.

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mrray Ledger & Times

I oroscope
TI ESDAI',FEBRUARY 4, 1992
personaliied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth.call 1,,90(1-488-77SX. Your phone company w ill bill you 95 cents
a minute. i
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE you feel that you are spinning your
NEXT N'EAR OF YOUR LIFE: v. heels.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Canbreak free from longtime
bonds. Spring brings an exciting ca- cellations could work in your favor
reer change or business expansion. in the long run. An out-of-court
You can expect to travel or relocate settlement is possible. Your keen atby midsummer. ,A casual flirtation tention to detail pay's off. Protect
could develop into a lasting passion. your health. Keep a dental or medical
Focus on creative projects in the fall. appointment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Let
New alliances lead to greater financial security next November. Check other people take the lead in both
the reference, of anyone you hire to business and romance today'. This is
not a good time to negotiate agreework in your home.
CECEBRITIES BORN ON ments or sign contracts. Sit back
THIS DATE: Vice President Dan quietly and watch your associates'
Quay Ie. as iator Charles'Lindbergh. maneuvers.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
comedian David Brenner. rock singer
Career progress comes when you act
Alice Cooper.
ARIES (NI:Arch 21 -April 19): .A more self-reliant. Show those in
good day tor meditating on the tuture. power what you can accomplish.
Get to the heart of a matter. even if Constructive changes are in the wind.
you may not like what you find out. A Family and friends are your biggest
young person teathes you new tricks. boosters.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Artistic pursuits should prove very 21): Forward motion is essential at
rewarding. Do your best to support this time. You can no longer postpone
someone in need of encouragement. acting on recently made decisions. A
Tomorrow brings several important child enters your life with a bang.
Spruce up your living quarters.
choices. Be a decision maker.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
GEMINI I May.' 21 -June 20): Be
places you in the driver's seat at
Fate
business
a
in
possible
errors
of
are
aw
report or billing statement. It is es- work. Adult offspring cannot he
sential you correct any mistakes as pushed into being successful. Be as
soon as possible. Avoid repeating patient as possible with them. Take a
gossip or others could point an ac- break and visit friends tonight. • .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. la):
cusing finger .v our way.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): A Avoid dwelling on your emotional
health matter may require immediate state today. Plunge into work and
attention. Do whatever is necessary creativity! Getting the job done will
to protect yourself. Conferences held boost your spirits. Have a heart-toduring afternoon hours will result in heart talk with your mate. .
PIS(•ES (Feb. 19-March 201:
new cooperation.
career regains its momentum.
Your
IF-01July 23-Aug. 22): Curbyour
impatience v.ith your work associates An influential person is in your cortoday. Losing your temper will ac- ner. Think twice about attempting to
complish nothing. Travel is best hide the truth from your family. You
postponed. Review your options if will suffer if rumors spread.
I For sour

Buy Any Large Pizza.(At Regular Price)
Get A Medium Pizza or
'Not good
Dessert Pizza

99

its

For

•

with

Jumbo Order of Cheesticks
Plus...2 Large Drinks

Only $499
'Must present coupon
when ordering

'Special Good Thru 2/6/92

DINE-IN, PICK-UP FREE DELIVERY

YTh

T()DAY'SCHILDREN are creative, inventive and community-minded.
Generous to a fault. these Aquanans like to think the best of everyone.
Tolerant and forgiving, they invariably give people a second chance. Although many of these Aquarians work hard to gain power, they use their,
influence to help others. They pride themselves on being good judges of
character and their trust is usually' rewarded. Their chances for a long and
happy marriage are excellent.
. Endal. and Forever
To order a re,',rid and updated cop), Seine plum •hest.veilling brink V eslerday
Si peeklatte and handlina
Mott Astro)op Can Help You Find Your Place in Eiod's Plan... wind 1)/191 plus
1,,
Boa 4191S0 Kansas City. Mt) 64141 Make t het ks payable
s Andre.. and McMeei, P
O,soq
Andrea, and Mo. Med

any
special
other
Only
'Original Crust 'Same Number
of Toppings or Less
'Special Good Thru 2/6/92
Y

atti
Chestnut St.

753-6656

Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Monday, Feb. 3, the 34th day of 1992. There are 332 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Feb. 3, 1959, was "the day the music died" as a plane crash near Clear
Lake, Iowa, claimed the lives of rock-and-roll stars Buddy Holly, Ritchie
Valens and J.P. "The Big Bopper" Richardson.
On this date:
In 1690, the first paper money in America was issued by the colony of
Massachusetts. (The currency was used to pay soldiers fighting a war
against Quebec.)
In 1783, Spain recognized U.S. independence.
In 1917, 75 years ago, the United States broke diplomatic relations with
Germany after the Germans announced a policy of unrestricted submarine
warfare.
In 1924, the 28th president of the United States, Woodrow Wilson, died
at his home in Washington at age 68.
In 1930, the chief justice of the United States, William Howard Taft,
resigned for health reasons.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger blasted off from Cape Canaveral,
Fla., on a problem-plagued mission that included the faulty deployment of
two satellites and a target balloon.
In 1986, President Reagan appointed a 12-member commission to
investigate the Challenger disaster that claimed the lives of the entire
space shuttle crew.
Ten years ago: Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev proposed a two-thirds
Cut in U.S. and Soviet arsenals of medium-range missiles in Europe by
1990. Washington rejected the plan, saying equal cuts would end up
favoring the Soviets.
Five years ago: The San Diego Yacht Club celebrated the victory of
skipper Dennis Conner and the Stars and Stripes over Australia's Kookaburra III for a 4-0 sweep of the America's Cup series. (The win came on
Feb. 4 in Australia, while it was still Feb. 3 in California.)
One year ago: U.S. military officials confirmed that seven of 11 Marines who were killed in combat on Jan. 30 died from friendly fire. The
rate for a first-class postage stamp rose to 29 cents.
Today's Birthdays: Author James Michener is 85. Comedian Shelley
Berman is 66. Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md., is 59. Football hall-of-famer
Fran Tarkenton is 52. Actress Blythe Danner is 49. Football hall-of-famer
Bob Griese is 47. Singer-guitarist Dave Davies is 45. Actress Morgan
Fairchild is 42.
Thought for Today: "The path of civilization is paved with tin cans."
— Elbert Hubbard, American author and publisher (1856-1915).

The home of Mrs. Vopal Dick
Ten years ago
Because of weather conditions, and son, Rob Dick, of near New
all Calloway County schools dis- Concord was destroyed by fire at 4
missed at 10:30 a.m. today, Feb. 3. a.m. on Feb. 2.
Roy Gene Dunn, Cecilia Cavitt,
A convenient postal supply vending machine is now in operation Diane Clark, Kathy Lovett Cleaver,
at the U.S. Post Office, Chestnut Don Lampkins, Charles Michael
Street, according to Robert Eades, Ryan, Donald Maley and Susan
Nance, all of Murray, are members
postmaster.
Navy Boiler Technician First of the production staff for Campus
Class Terry L. Elkins is serving Lights 1972 at Murray State Uniaboard the guided missile cruiser, versity, Feb. 24-26.
Installed as officers of Murray
USS Halsey, homeported in San
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Diego, Calif.
Mark A. Cooper, sophomore at Rainbow for Girls were Vicki KalCalloway County High School, was berer, Lesa Robertson, Nita Atkins,
winner of 1981 National Hunting Linda George, Janie Lamb, Janet
and Fishing Day Poster Contest. He Newberry, Barbara Sledd, Paula
won a $50 U.S. savings bond.
Cook, Becky Edwards, Kathy HigDr. James B. Carlin, professor at •ginbotham, Leslie Klein, Debbie
Murray State University, attended a Nance, Phyllis Coleman, Doris
meeting of Association of Child- Anna Steely, Marilyn Thomas,
hood Education, Washington, D.C., Mary Kay Oakley, Kathy Coleman,
Jan. 30 and 31.
Jill Anderson, Marcia Roberts, Joni
Twenty years ago
Scott, Donna Nance, Lucretia

Crawford and Cheryl Milam. Twilla Coleman is mother advisor.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Bobby T. Bradley, son of
Mr. and Mrs, Marshall T. Bradley,
is undergoing basic training with
Third Training Regiment at U.S.
Army Training Center, Fort Knox.
Mrs. J.A. Outland, MTS. Gussie
Geurin, Mrs. Gladys Mitchell, Mrs.
Ruth Lee, Mrs. ha Nesbitt, Mrs.
Earl Adams and Mrs. Van Burnett,
members of Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs, and Mrs. Barletta Wrather, county home agent,
attended Farm and Home Week,
Lexington, Jan. 30 to Feb. 2.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy J. Stubblefield, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Basil Lee
Jones, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Bourland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Wyatt and a boy to Mr.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I am a 27-year-old
single woman living in a fairly small
town. I've worked with a married
man for five years, and I would say
we are good friends. Recently, he
suggested that we meet in another
town, have a few drinks and get a
hotel room. I was offended, walked
away and refused to speak to him for
three weeks. He's 42 and has three
children.
I started talking to him again,
and he hasn't harassed me in any
way. He's well-respected in the community, and I've told no one about
his suggestion. I really like him a lot,

but I would never forgive myself if I
were to become sexually involved
with a married man. If he had just
suggested the drinks and not the
hotel room, I might have accepted. I
would like to know him better, and
there are not many opportunities to
talk at work.
Is it OK for us to become closer
platonic friends? I don't want to hurt
his marriage or his reputation, but
I'd like to know him better intellectually, but not physically. I could
learn a lot from him. We have not
discussed his suggestion since I
turned him down. Should I bring it

up and make my feelings clear to
him?
ARKANSAS LADY

DEAR LADY: This man is not
interested in friendship; all he
wants is a few hours of sex in a
hotel room. Don't worry about
hurting his reputation — just
take care of your own.Don't meet
him alone anywhere, under any
circumstances. There is no way
you can have an intimate, nonsexual relationship with this
man.

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
COULD 'CU
CATER A
CHILD'S
RTI-IDAY
PARTY '‘P

oios-tCERTAINLY
COULD

THE FAR SIDE

THIS IS
THE CHILD

WITH LOTS OF
CAKE AND
CE CREAM?

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY: I recently read a
letter in your column from the woman
who went on vacation,and while she
was gone, her elderly mother passed
imay She was tormenting herself
with guilt because she wasn't at her
mother's bedside. nor could she attend the funeral.
Several years ago.a friend amine,
an elderly lady. gave me this bit of
poetry. which I think is most appropriate:
I would rather have a little rose
From the garden of a friend.
Than have the choicest flowers
When my stay on earth shall end.
I would rather have'the kindest
words
And a smile that I can see,
Than flatten,' when my heart is
still
And this life ceased to be.
I would rather have a loving smile
From the friends I know are true,
Than tears shed around my casket
When the world I bid adieu.
Abby. what one does for the living
counts so much more than what is
offered after they are gone.
I hope this gives someone who is
feeling guilty a sense of peace to
know that they did all they could for
a loved one while they were still on
this earth to enjoy it.
CONNIE FISHER, ECHO, ORE.

CALVIN and HOBBES
vhIER
CO GViS UP, HE
HAS 1t BE SU41E1‘4146
CANT JoST
STA1THE WAY
HE \S

and Mrs. Doyle Mason.
Forty years ago
Sgt. Charles E. Rogers, son of
Mrs. Lora Rogers, recently graduated from 21st Infantry Regiment's Non-commissioned officers
school in Korea.
New Concord beat Murray
Training and Almo beat Kirlcsey in
semi-finals of Calloway County
High School Basketball Tournament being played at Carr Health
Building, Murray State College.
High team scorers were Willie
Dick for New Concord, Tommy
Hale for Murray Training, Sonny
Lockhart for Almo, and Bobby
Johnson for Kirksey.
Charlie Robertson, Tom Venable, Mrs. Anne Wood and the
Rev. Orval Austin were speakers at
a meeting of Murray Training
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association, 'according to Lottye
Suiter, program chairman.

BUT A TIGER
GReottS OP
AND STNY S
A TIGER
*PI
T‘IAT

DOW TE T TM
1-kARD. HUMANS
?WAVE SZAAE. YE1:1
IrAPeRTAIAT PRoTEN

RCOM R:A2
ltr192z4EKI4T

CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO
NAME, PLEASE IN MEMPHIS,
TENN.": You do not have to tell
him;it's none of his business. as
he a virgin?)

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

OM

CATHY
HOW ARE THINETS
WIN& WITH
IRViNG CATHY?

.. WELL, MAYBE NOT PERfEGT,
BLIT THEY'RE GREAT .. WELL,
THEY'RE PRIM' 0000... THEN'RE
GOOD . THEY'RE NICE.., THEY'RE
OK THEY'RE AVERA&E,

. THEY'RE. HELP! I CAN'T
THEYRE FAIR
STOP MYSELf
THEY'RE MEDIOCRE

THEY'RE

.. STOP ME, C,HARLENE

WELCOME TO THE PREVALENTINE'S DPI FREE-FALL
Of EMOTIONAL CONFIDENCE.

.

THEY'RE HOPELESS... THEY'RE
PATHETIC _THEY'RE ...

"We don't know exactly who he is, Captain —
a disgruntled worker, we figure."

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
COME 5FiCK III
MICHAELLLLL.LL

GARFIELD
ANG' NOW IT'S 'TIME

THIS lb THE
ALL PET
NETWORK

FOR EVERY CA1-5
4OW..
FAVORITE

#HARA55
THE POW -

P-/NALLY

QUALrl'Y
TELEVIBION

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

41

1 —
Wednesday
4 Armadillo
9 Play section
12 Born
13 Purple Heart,
i.e.
14 Game at
cards
15 Abase;
degrade
17 Head rest
19 Those there
21 Agave plant
22 Apportion
25 In addition
27 Flesh
31 Ginger —
32 Superficial
decorations
34 Artificial
language
35 Afternoon
.social
36 Dine
37 Aida ID
•
38 Splashes

conditioner
42 "Body —"
43 Baseball
stat
44 Plays on
words
45 Early morn
47 Mix
49 — 01St
Louis
53 Standards of
perfection
57 Through
58 Engineless
boat
60 Damp
61 Asiatic ox
62 Short jackets
63 Song

1

2

3

6 Commercial
7 Type of music
8 Landed
9 Everyone
10 Dove cry
11 Haul
16 Parisian
summer
18 Boundary

1
2
3
4

In addition
Bishopric
Dress border
Oriental
nurse
5 Pierce

5

6

7

OUP
OM

8

9

10

11

14

13
16

17

19

18
21

20

UU
UUU

25
22

PEANUTS
ALL R1614T,'SAID THE
CAT AND THIS TIME IT
VANISHED QUITE SLOUJLY

31
34

WELL! I'VE OFTEN SEEN
A CAT UJITHOUT A GRIN,'
THOUGHT ALICE;'BUT A ERIN
UJITHOUT A CAT! IT'S THE
MOST CURIOUS THING,.."

GRINS ARE
EASY...
NOSES ARE
HARD...

23

24

UU

38

25

26

27

33

32
35

41
44

SO

46

•

51

56

13UU
47
48
U
53

52
59

61

55
60
63

62UUUU

4.

30

37

ao

45

57

29

UUUU

42

49

28

36

39

OOM

UO0
111000 GOO MUM
U0O0UU UOUBOO
00 OEM
MoMO PLUMB=
0 0 00030 OUO
00000000 OMOO
0000 UU
OOOMOU MO=
0000 BOO MOO
MOM 000 MUMO
0000 1100 U000

DOWN

4

12UU
15

001110
OMUM

56

UU
UU

20 Ex 'no
flightless
bird
22 Bog
23 Save
wedding
expenses
24 Tellurium
symbol
26 Surgical
performance
28 Printer's
measure
29 Once more
30 Former
Russian
rulers
32 Southeast
Asia holiday
33 Dance step
35 Turkic
tribesman
39 Note of scale
40 Bitter vetch
41 Gold symbol
44 Before
prefix
46 Three
Blind —
48 March date
49 Secret agent
50 Split - soup
51 Irritate
52 Make lace
54 Shoemaker's
tool
55 Meadow
56 Pigpen
59 Bond
nemesis

DEAR DR. GOTT: For some time
now I've been trying to address the serious problem of diverticular disease.
We all know it is caused by the lack of
bulk and roughage in the diet and hits
between the ages of 45 and 55. These
new liquid diets, such as Instant
Breakfast and Get Slim Fast, contain
no fiber whatsoever, so diverticulosis
will hit at ages of 25 and 30. We must
catch the younger generation, and
only you and members of your profession can change this.
DEAR READER: You're entitled to
your opinion
According to the information I've
received, no one knows the cause of
diverticular disease, a common,agerelated inflammation of the intestinal
lining. So I can't agree that "we all
know" it's caused by lack of dietary
roughage. Maybe it is. maybe it isn't.
Also, I'm not aware that people using liquid protein diets experience di-

verticulosis at an earlier age than other folks. Did you make this up?
While I endorse your appeal for
more roughage in the diet, it's not for
the reasons you disclosed. Rather, dietary fiber aids digestion, improves
evacuation, may lower cholesterol.
and possibly reduces the risk of colon
cancer.
I remind you that most adults over
30 have some degree of diverticular
disease, which progresses as we age.
Therefore, it would be difficult to isolate any causative factors; nonetheless, many theories — such as yours
— abound.
You might be more relaxed and
content if you stopped worrying about
everyone else's diet. You have no control over what they eat (neither do I),
and your views are not universally accepted. There are more important life
quests than diverticular disease —
a
you're
course,
of
unless,
gastroenterologist.,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've recently
been fitted with orthopedic supports
to alleviate the pain of a bone spur.
Can I expect to resume my'jogging
and biking in the future, and are there
exercises I can do to help correct the

pronati9n?
DEAR READER: I don't know. You
should really ask this question of your
orthopedic doctor, who should rely on
X-rays and a physical examination to
diagnose your condition. Ordinarily,

once the pain of the bone spur (which
acts like a stone in your shoe) has lessened, you can run and bike normally
The purpose of the supports is to alleviate pain by returning the mechanics
of walking to normal.
To my knowledge, there are no exercises to correct pronation because,
in most cases, this is the body's way of
preventing pain and injury from the
spur. Again, ask the specialist about
this.

•

•
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Health Matters

Prostate Cancer Screening Recommended for Men over 40
The bl(x)d test,.called"
test, measures the
A.
P.S
-any people value
of "prostate specific
amount
:hat special day in February
antigen,- a type of chemical
L ailed Valentine's Day and
produced only in the
Murray-Calloway County
prostate gland.
lospital encourages
The higher the P.S.A.
everyone to make sure their
reading result
oved ones
from the test,
over the age
the greater the
of Jo are
chance of
aware of the
cancer being
dangers of
present. In
,state
most cases,
Murray
signals,
warning
If you experience tht following
cancer
will
P.S.A.
a
see
you
recommends
Calloway County I lospital
It is
detect
even the
physician:
ystimated
smallest,
1.at about
microscopic
J Difficulty or inability to urinate
1211-thousand
cells in
cancer
night
at
especially
urination,
jFrequent
men in the
the
prostate.
flow
urine
interrupted
or
...I Weak
l:nited States
Due to the
jPain or burning upon urination or ejaculation
w
be
high sensitivity
semen
or
urine
in
pus
or
blood
of
Presence
J
diagnosed
of the test, a
back, hips
lower
the
in
pain
persistent
Sometimes,
a
with prostate
P.S.A. reading
and upper thighs can suggest prostate cancer even
cancer this
above normal
absent.
are
symptoms
other
when
year Of that
means a man
number, onewill
have.
treatment.
Remember earty detection is the key to
:Ourth will
prostate cancer
die from
about 80
advanced
time.
the
of
percent
in
available
be
xostate cancer that was not results will
us our best
gives
test
eek
"This
NA
one
about
detected early enough.
detect
to
opportunity
-All men who are 40
prostate cancer early and
This painless bloc xi
or older should receive a
it," says urologists, Dr.
cure
prostate
detect
can
test
prostate examination and
Jackson and Dr.
S.
cells
cancer
when
cancer
bicsni lest kg" prostate
Trevathan. "There
Steven
A
pinhead.
a
of
site
the
are
cancer each year,- says Dr
early signs of
rarely
are
will
exam
rectal
routine
Jackson
which
cancer,
prostate
to
able
be
not
probably
A rel. olutionary
and
screenings
makes
is
it
until
cancer
detect
blood test has been
vitally
checkups
annual
much larger. and often too
introduced which is highly
important."
patient.
the
cure
to
late
the
indicating
effective in
presence of prostate cancer
-- even in its very early
stages -- and is available
from the two urologists in
Murray The entire
procedure will take about
10-15 minutes, and the

Murray Urologists
Dr. Steve Trevathan
As a urologist, Dr. Steve Trevathan treats and operates on
tract (e.g., kidneys, bladder) in both men and women and
urinary
the
treats the genital organs in men.
A native of Murray, Dr. Trevathan graduated from Murray
State'University in 1971 with a bachelor of science degree. He
received his medical degree in 1980 from the University of Louisville
After completing a one-year internship, Dr. Trevathan then
served a four-year residency in urology at Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
MN
Dr. Trevathan joined the medical staff in 1986 His office is
located in Suite 305E of the Medical Arts Building

Dr H S. Jackson has practiced in Murray for over 20 years
as a urologist providing medical care for the male and female urinary
tract and treating genital organs in men.
Dr Jackson is a native of Clinton, KY, and earned his
-undergraduate degree from the University of Kentucky in 1960 and
his medical degree from the University of Tennessee at Memphis in
1964.
His internship was served at Hillcrest Medical Center in •
Tulsa, OK; in 1964. His general surgery residency was served at
Methodist Hospital in Memphis, TN, in 1965.
His urology residency was served at the City of Memphis/
University of Tennessee Hospital from 1966 to 1969. He served in
the navy at Beaufort Memorial Hospital in Beaufort, SC, from 1969
1971
Dr. Jackson became a member of the Murrray-Calloway
County Hospital medical staff in 1971. His office is located in Suite
107E of the Medical Arts Building.

We Lend Support

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital s Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse. cholesterol and triglycende
screenings at all of its stops during
the month of Feyruary
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglycende levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who present a written
prescription from their physician
will be screened more often
The cholesterol screening
requires a food fast(water only) for
8 hours The charge is $10
The triglycende screening •
requires a fast(water only) for 14
hours and the charge is $10.
To have both screenings, the
charge is only $15
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4 This screening detects blood in
the stool
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no
symptoms of disease If you are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
Monday. February 3
Murray'
Piggiy Wiggly
8-1130am 8 12-30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, February 4
Fancy Farm
Fancy Farm Bank
9-11 30 a.m
Dublin
Chapman s Grocery
12:30-2:30 pm
Wednesday, February 5
New Concord
Bob s Corner
8 30-11 am
Murray
Olympic Plaza
12.30-3 30 p.m.
Thursday, February 6
Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11 am
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
1230-3 P m

Monday, February 10
Burnous Mills
Farmer & Mercnant s Bank
9-11 am
Dover
Uncle Joe s Discount Store
12.30-2.30 P m
•
Tuesday, February 11
Murray
Weak s Community Center
inside 9-11 .30 a.m.
outside 12.30-3.30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 12
' Folsomdale
Hoskins Bar-B-0
9-11:30 a.m.
Hickory
Post Office
1230-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 13
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11 30 a.m. 8 12:30-330 p.m.
Tuesday, February 18
Dexter •
Community Center
9-11 30 a.m
Hardin
Library
12.30-3 p
Wednesday, February 19
Lynnville
Grocery & Grill
8 30-11 30 a.m
Tri City
Tri City Grocery
12:30-2 30 p m
Thursday, February 20
Murray
Post office
8-11:30 a m & 1230-3 p.m
Monday, February 24
Murray Hwy. 94E
Duncan s Market
8:30-11 30a m
Murray Hwy. 94E
East V Grocery
1230-3 p.m
Tuesday, February 25
Draftenville
Ponderosa
9-11 30 a m F. 12 30-2 30 p m
Wednesday, February 26
Whitlock
Johnny Lee s Grocery
9-11 a.m
Thursday, February 27
Mem
Court Square
8-1130 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m

Ilizheionees Disease Information
Educational Weft
Tuesday,Februmy 11
"Advanced Directives"
By MCCH Director of Nursing Lynn Meurer
Support Group fagoting.
Tusecley,Febniwy 25
430 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)762-1100
or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday,February 11
"Group Discussion'
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shirley Larnb,(502) 762-1170.
Cancer Support —r
Tuesday, February 4
Tactng Forward"
By MCCH Hospice Director Nancy Rose, R.N.
Tumidity, February 18
"Voicing Concerns(
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Prtvate Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N (502) 762-1389.
Murray Alliance for the Mentally IN
Thursday, February 13
Depression' Video presentation and discussion
By Don Brock, L.S.W
6-8 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Don Brock, LSW,at(502) 762-1107
or Melody Myrand,(502)436-2518.
Stroke Support Group
Wednesday, February 12
"Coping with Stress"
By Rebecca church, MCCH Chaplain
Contact Steve Passmore, L.P.T. Physical
Therapy Director at (502) 762-1137.
Laryngectornee Support Group
Friday, February 14
4110 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann In*, RN,or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502)762-1100.
Parldnson's Support Group
Friday, February 28
41:42 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, Or
Ann Ingle, R.N.,at(502)762-1100.
Convpassionate Poland'
Thursday, Feint/ay 27
720
Hospital Board Room
Contact Rebecca Church, Chaplain,
(502)782-1274.
Bereavarnent Support Group
Every Wednesdey
9a0-11 am.
Hospice °Moe,3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Ross. Hospize Director,
(502)782-1389.

for a free Physician Directory,
call
1-800-342-MCCH in Kentucky
1-800-544-MCCH out-of-state

ortitituttt events
Saturday Seminar
Free Personality Screening
Saturday, February 22
Dr. Karen Fischer, Psychiatnc Medicine Specialist will
administer the Meyers-Bnggs Personality Type
Indicator to which there are no w right or wrong
answers This evaluation indicates what type
personality you have based on the responses you give
Hospital Education Unit, Third Floor
9:30 a.m. until noon
The program is full butawaiting list is being compiled.
Call Kathie Pierce,Director of Health Promotions at
(502)762-1384 before 4:30 p.m. Feb. 20.

Prostate Cancer Screening
During the month of February
This is a special health service for men over 40 years of age
and is a quick, painless and free blood test
For an appointment, call:
Locally: 502-753-0604
In Kentucky: 1-800-599-9240
Out of State: 1-800-755-1248
300 South 8th Street
Medical Arts Building, Suite 107E

MURRAY
CAIIfANAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(it2) 762-1100

